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ABSTRACT 
Spectral data are presented, giving intensities of the Bracketta1 
(B7) line at six positions in M 42 and of the Brackett ten through 
fourteen (B10-B14) lines plus the He 4d3D-3p3p0 line at three posi-
tions in M 42. Observations of the Brackett ~ line are also given 
for the planetary nebulae NGC 7027 and IC 418. Brackett gamma is 
shown to exhibit an anomalous satellite line in NGC 7027. Broadband 
data are presented, giving intensities at effective wavelengths of 
1.25 /"", 1.65/-', 2.2 f', 3.5 "'' and 4.8 f' for three positions in M 42. 
Comparisons with visual and radio data as well as 12 micron and 
20 micron data are used to derive reddening, electron temperatures, 
and electron densities for M 42 and the two planetaries, as well as 
a helium abundance for M 42. A representative electron temperature 
of 8400°1< f1000°K, an electron density of 1.5 ±0.1 x 103 cm-3 and a 
+o.10 
He/H number density ratio of 0.10 -0.05 are derived for the central 
region of M 42. The electron temperature is found to increase slightly 
with distance from the Trapezium. 
M 42 is sho'Wl1 to emit in excess of the predicted recombination 
radiation throughout the entire infrared spectrum. The variations 
in the excess with wavelength and with position are analyzed to de-
termine which of several physical processes may be operating. The 
longer wavelength infrared excess is shown to be dominated by dust 
emission, while the shorter wavelength infrared excess is caused by 
dust scattering. The dust is shown to be larger than the average 
interstellar particle. A new feature of the Orion red star ORS-1 
is found in that it appears to have a reflection nebula around it. 
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For the past twenty years or so, the Orlon Nebula (M 42, NGC 1976) 
has been considered by astrophysicists to be a primary source for the 
study of recombination radiation. It ls close, relatively bright, 
and its radiation fits theoretical predictions quite well. This 
close agreement is important, because many recombination effects 
cannot be measured in the laboratory. It is in the Orlon Nebula and 
some planetaries that they have found their experimental confirmation. 
One of the main reasons why the radiation can be understood on a 
relatively simple theotetical basis is that in the nebulae, unlike 
in most other types of astronomical objects, there are few competing 
processes. The dominant radiation comes from either recombination 
(continuum and hydrogen lines) or from collisional excitation (metal 
lines); except for the stars and dust scattering• there is little 
else. 
Recently, however, evidence has begun to build up which would 
indicate that, in the infrared at least, recombination radiation is 
not the major . source of light. Two micron spatial scans (Becklin, 
Hilgeman, Neugebauer; unpublished data), as well as infrared photo-
metry (Becklin, private communication), have shown the Orion Nebula 
to be a somewhat anomalous infrared· emitter. The brightest portions 
of the nebula in the infrared do not correspond well with the visible 
or radio data. Also, spectral distribution of infrared energy is 
not consistent with the visible and radio distributions. 
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Far infrared photometry and spatial scans (Kleinman and Low 
ApJL 149, 1, 1967; Gillett et al. ApJL 149, 97, 1967; Gillett and 
Stein ApJL 155, 97, 1969; Ney and Allen ApJL 155, 193, 1969; Wolf ApJL 
157, 37, 1969) have established that there ls a considerable far infra-
red excess emission in the Orion Nebula, and in several planetaries. 
A good model for the infrared emission ls thus called for. The 
model, and the theoretical and observational basis for it, constitute 
the thesis. 
Before outlining some of the origins of the problem, mention of 
a few of the visible and radio features of the nebula would be in 
order. Despite its rather irregular optical appearance, there is 
good evidence to support the idea that the density distribution ls 
spherical with center somewhat near the Trapezium stars. Line ratios, 
such as the 3727 0-11 lines, show the electron density to be a func-
tion only of distance from the Trapezlwn, even in the dark bay. 
Radio data, while not yet of good resolution, would also indicate a 
spherical sy1IU11etry. Both the radio and optical data provide tem-
peratures, but there is a significant disagreement which has been 
explained in several different ways. 
When the present thesis was started, the large (several orders 
of magnitude) excesses at the longer wavelengths were unknown. The 
only hint of an excess was at 2.2 microns, where photometry at various 
positions (Becklin, private communication) had disagreed by factors 
of from two to four with rough predictions based on radio fluxes. 
Since the expected excess over recombination radiation was not large, 
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what was needed was a method of measuring the excess that was more 
sensitive than the method of extrapolation from other wavelengths. 
In the spring of 1968, after discussing some of the possibilities 
with a fellow graduate student, Eric Becklin, it was decided that a 
measurement of the Brackett Gamma line of hydrogen at 2.16 microns 
would enable an accurate estimate of the expected recombination con-
tinuum, and thus of the excess. Accordingly, some time was spent ln 
March of that year on the 24 inch telescope to determine if the line 
strength was of the calculated magnitude. · The test was success-
ful, and an observing program was subsequently worked out which is 
described in Chapter II. In Chapter II will also be found a descrip-
tion of the equipment, reduction methods, and data which were ob-
tained. Chapter III makes use of a bonus of the line measurement, 
in that many of the physical properties of the gas in the nebula can 
be determined, some of them more accurately than has been previously 
possible. Chapter IV returns to the original purpose of the experi-
ment. The demonstration of the infrared excess ls somewhat redundant 
now that the huge excess has been established at the longer wavelengths. 
However, a 10 micron excess by no means implies an excess at, say, 
1.65 microns. The distribution of the excess, both spatially and 
with wavelength, is analyzed in order to determine the most likely 
physical processes acting in the nebula. When this is done, the ex-
cess at 10 microns ls shown to be caused by a different process than 
the unexpected excess at 1.65 microns. 
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II. EQUIPMENT, OBSERVATION, AND REDUCTION 
A. Chapter Introduction 
This chapter contains information on equipment, observations, 
and data reduction. The discussion starts with the two primary 
instruments: the spectrometer and the photometer, and continues 
with the detectors, the electronics, and the observations. The 
analysis is carried to the point of presenting a set of line in-
tensities or continuum intensities as the case may be. These in-
tensities will be used in later chapters to derive properties of the 
nebulae. 
The effort involved in obtaining the spectra can be shown by 
comparison with other published infrared spectra. To date, only 
three papers have been published claiming to show infrared nebular 
emission lines. Paper one by Gillet et al. (ApJL .!i2,, 97, 1967) 
contains step scanning observations of the planetary nebula NGC 7027. 
The 10.53 micron line of s+t+ was seen on one night two standard 
deviations above the continuum, but was not seen on another night. 
The detection of the line must be considered questionable. Paper 
two by Gillet and Stein (ApJL 155, 97, 1969) contains step scanning 
observations of the planetary nebula IC 418. The 12.8 micron line 
of Ne+ was observed to be nine standard deviations above the continu-
um and was seen on several nights. For unknown reasons, the flux in 
the line was fifteen times weaker than predicted by Delmer et al. 
(ApJ 149, 495, 1967), making a derivation of nebular properties from 
this measurement extremely questionable. Paper three by Westphal and 
s 
Neugebauer (ApJL 156, 45, 1969) reports observations of the Brackett 
Gamma line in Eta Carinae. Since the wavelength region is the same, 
this paper provides the most useful comparison. The higher order 
Brackett lines were not measured, and the specific intensity of Brackett 
Gamma is two orders of magnitude greater than the brightest measurement 
(S/N = 20/1) in the Orion Nebula! 
Another point of illustration is that reliable observations were 
made of part of the Orion Nebula too faint even for visual spec.troscopy. 
Interferometer observations of cool stars by Johnson et al. 
(Comm LPL l, 83, 1968) and by Low et al. (ApJ,to be published) appear 
to show the Brackett Gamma line in emission in some of the stars. 
The S/N appears to be at best 2/1 on the reported detection and needs 
further improvement. 
From comparisons with existing spectra then, the present work 
represents a considerable improvement. In order to achieve this 
sensitivity, careful attention had to be paid to both the spectrometer 
design and the factors affecting the signal to noise (S/N) ratio in 
the data reduction. Techniques had to be developed for obtaining and 
adding spectra of such low S/N that neither the continuum nor the lines 
could be seen on the strip chart recording. More than half a million 
data points had to be reduced, a process which required some seven 
million arithmetic operations. 
Broad band continuum intensities in the atmospheric windows of 
1.25, 1.65, 2.2, 3.S, and 4.8 microns (J, H, K, L, M) were not as 
difficult to obtain as the spectra, so not as much space will be 
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devoted to them in this chapter. A sufficient number of poslticns 
were measured to have made up crude maps in the various colors, but 
instead the data ~as degraded to agree wt.th the spatial resolution 
of the spectra. 
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B. Spectrometer 
The spectrometer used is basically the same one as described by 
McCammon et al. (ApJ 147 p. 575, 1967). The design is of the Ebert 
Fastie type with a 300 groove/nun grating of 10 cm. ruled length 
giving a dispersion of 65 A/rmn at 2.2 microns in the first order and 
32 A/mm at 1.6 microns in the second order. The order to be used is 
isolated with broad band interference filters. 
The grating is driven in wavelength by a synchronous motor 
geared down to a micrometer screw. The gear arrangement used in this 
0 
investigation provided a scan rate of 11.28 A/sec at 2.2 microns in 
the first order and 5.10 A/sec at 1.6 microns in the second order. 
This rate was found to be constant within the bands to at least the 
accuracy of measuring the position of a feature (20 A and 10 . A 
respectively) and did not change over the observing period. This is 
important as it makes possible the use of a periodic data sampling 
technique, the relative time of sampling determining the relative 
wavelength by a linear relationship. By always starting the scanning 
and the sampling at a given wavelenth, a unique relationship is 
established which permits the addition of spectra. The success of 
this method can be seen upon examining the final summed spectra; in 
all cases the resolution is within 15 A (plus noise) of that predicted. 
The spectrometer was aligned for use at the f5.02 focus of the 
60 inch telescope on Mt. Wilson. The basic modifications for use at 
this f ratio instead of the usual fl6 were made by Dan McCaI!Dllon, 
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Gerry Neugebauer, and Ed Groth in an attempt to obtain an infrared 
spectrum of the galactic nucleus. As ls well known, a smaller f ratio 
permits more flux at a given wavelength resolution from an extended 
object regardless of telescope aperture. The telescope aperture 
used at a given f ratio then determines the possible spatial resolu-
tion. For a discussion of this point, see Appendix 1. The 60 inch 
telescope proved nearly ideal in this respect, since the entire 
visual nebula could be observed with a reasonable nwnber of obser-
vation points (five). Because the infrared flux from the night sky ls 
large, it ls necessary to subtract it out by looking alternately at 
the object and the sky nearby. The input chopping system is shown 
in Figure 1 to scale. The entrance apertures are 2 mm. slits 
instead of the circular apertures which had previously been used for 
stellar spectra. The front plate ls alwninized so that light which 
does not pass through the two slits ls reflected back into a guiding 
telescope. After passing through the lower (reference) slit, the 
light beam is reflected upward by the reference mirror where it 
is directed by the chopper mirror either into the spectrometer or 
into a reference monitor detector. Similarly light which passes 
through the upper slit ls directed by the chopper mirror into either 
the spectrometer or the reference detector. Thus, as the chopper 
turns, the spectrometer sees light from each slit in turn. The 
reference detector is open to the entire 2.2 micron wavelength 
window and is used to monitor sky transparency changes such as might 












A - ALUMINIZED FRONT SURFACE APERTURE PLATE 
B - ALUMINIZED FRONT SURFACE FLAT 
.c - ALUMINIZED BOTH SURFACE CHOPPER 
D - ORDER SELECTION FILTER 
F 5 INPUT CHOPPING UNIT FOR SPECTROMETER 
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At very low values of S/N, it ls found that the two beams which 
are chopped do not quite cancel, so normally a second integration 
would be made with both beams on empty sky to get an effective zero. 
In the present experiment, however, the two slits are positioned 
close enough to one another that both beams are nearly in focus at 
the exit slit. Thus, instead of positioning the beams on empty sky 
for the second integration, the object may be placed in the lower beam. 
This results in a gain in S/N of about a factor of two, which means 
a gain of a factor of four in the amount of integration time. The 
slit spacing used (1 cm.) is a compromise bet<Ween the requirements 
of wide spacing to get the reference beam off the object and narrow 
spacing to keep both beams almost in focus. As it turned out, the 
two outer regions of M 42 had to be done by a differential stepping 
technique which will be described later. 
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The photomet ar used is bas ically as described by Beck lin ( Ph .D. 
Thesis, Caltech, 1968). Since some changes were made, however, a 
b rief desct'iption w!l l be given h e re . 
The photometer accomplishes three b3sic ftmctions : (1) se l ecting 
the wa v o l ength to b~ o bserved, (2) chopping t he fi e ld of vlew betmien 
the source and a nearby port ion of t hn sky, and (3) guiding on the 
object. 
The method of wave l eng th se l~ction i s by r otation of a wheel 
containing the vadou:; interference fl 1 ters which define the wave-
length bands . A s e l ected fil t t:'! r can thus be brought: into tho optica l 
path. Tho fll ters use d f or thi s exp~r:lment were the same as used by 
Becklin (Ph.D. Thes i s Ca ltech 1968). 
) ) 
The ·chopping is done by means of a r apidly r o tating alumini zed 
se ctor wheel placed at 45 degrees to th2 incoming beam . Thi s deflects 
the opt! ca l path by 90 degrees from the t e l e:;copt! optica l axis. 
Near the s ector wheel i s a 45 degr-ee ml rror po ~:! t loned so that when 
a vane of the s~c tor whee l is no t in th~ optical pnth, th~ de tector 
looks out at a nearby por tion of the s}•y. The di stanca o f the flat 
from the sector whee l determines how close to each other the two 
alterna ting observation points a re . Both beams canno t be in focus 
at the same time , but, for a r easonably close spacing on an extended 
obje ct, this i s not a serious problem. For thi s invest igation , a 
s pac i ng of 15 mm., cor r esponding to 315 arc seconds at tha 24 inch 
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telescope, was used. This ls about the limit for maintaining a 
reasonable focus at fl6 (~ mm. diameter blur circle) for 2 mm. dia-
meter focal plane apertures. It was desired to keep the two beams 
in focus so that the source could be measured in each beam .in turn. 
This produces a factor of two galn in the signal to noise ratio as 
was mentioned in the spectrometer discussion. The spacing, however, 
had to be at least this wide · to keep the second beam off the nebula. 
The chopping rate was also selected to optimize two opposing 
effects. First, it ls generally desirable to chop as rapidly as 
possible to minimize the effect of sky fluctuations. Second, the 
cells have a finite time of response to the alternating light. For 
liquid nitrogen temperature
1
lead sulfide cells (used for 1 to 4 
microns) respond well at frequencies around 5 Hz., while lead 
selenide cells (used for 4 to 6 microns) respond -well to frequencies 
near 50 Hz. Since an important consideration ln the photometry was 
to get color ratios at identical positions, both cells had to be 
used sequentially. Thus, a chopping frequency of 15 Hz. was used. 
Fifteen ls also an exact even divisor of sixty, so that the possi• 
bility of any line voltage affecting the data is minimized. 
Guiding was accomplished in two stages. First, the flip-in 
mirror system described by Becklin (Ph.D. Thesis, Cal Tech, 1968) 
was used to locate the position in the field. Then an offset guiding 
eyepiece was positioned on a convenient guide star and the flip-in 
mirror was removed. The guide star was moved between two previously 
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determined positions on the guide reticle to move the source alternately 
into each beam. The flip-in mirror system could not be used for this 
since it did not always flip out to an identical position and the 5 
micron detector's zero was somewhat sensitive to· stray light on the 
lowest scales. 
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D. Detector Systems and Apertures 
The detector used for the spectra was a liquid nitrogen cooled 
0.5 mm. square lead sulfide photo resistor. This was preceded in 
the optical train by a cooled 3.2 mm. focal length coated silicon 
field lens which projected the f5 image of the primary onto a .64 mm. 
diameter circle. As discussed in Appendix 1, it was desirable to have 
a long slit, so the 6 mm. useable diameter of the field lens was 
allowed to set the slit length. Because of considerable astigmatism 
in the Ebert Fastie spectrometer optics when used at f5, and also 
because it was necessary to set the lens somewhat behind the focal 
plane, the half power points fell about 3.6 mm. apart or 98 arc 
seconds projected on the sky. With the slit width of 54 arc seconds, 
this gave an effective aperture of 1.26 x lo-7 ster. The plate scale 
of the 60 inch Newtonian focus was measured as 27.l"/mm. to.1, in 
agreement with the standard scale of 27.0"/mm. ±0.2. A cooled short 
pass filter to block out any radiation of wavelength longer than 2.6 
microns was also used in front of the lens. Exposing the cell to the 
longer wavelengths results in a considerable increase in noise. 
Two detectors were used for the photometry. For the wavelength 
bands J (1.25 microns), H (1.65 microns), K (2.2 microns), and L 
(3.5 microns) a liquid nitrogen cooled 0.5 mm. square lead sulfide 
photoresistor was used. For the band M (4.8 microns), a liquid 
nitrogen cooled 0.5 mm. square lead selenide photoresistor was used. 
Both cells were preceded by cooled 8 mm. focal length coated silicon 
field lenses. This gives a system f ratio of 16. The shorter 
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wavelength cell was unfiltered except for the 1 micron cut-off of the 
silicon lens. The long wavelength cell had a cooled wide band filter 
of effective wavelength 4.8 microns preceding the lens. For the ob-
servations, room temperature focal plane diaphragms 2 nnn. in diameter 
were used. This projected on 38.4 arc seconds on the sky for an aper-
ture of 2.72 x 10-8 steradians. The plate scale for the 24 inch 
photometry (19.20"/mrn. -to.OS) was determined assuming the N-S and 




The electronics used is now common in infrared observations, so 
only a brief description will be given. A block diagram ls shown in 
Figures 2 and 3 for the set-ups used . for the spectra and the photo• 
metry respectively. Before the magnetic tape unit was set up, and 
occasionally when it broke down, the integration unit was used to 
digitize the spectra. These two data units will be discussed later 
in this section. 
Because of a large DC component caused by emission in the night 
sky, it is necessary to chop between the object and nearby sky. The 
amplifier is sensitive only to the alternating component of the signal 
so the sky ls automatically subtracted out. In order to increase 
the signal to noise, a Dicke Switch type of demodulator is used on 
the amplified signal. The phase for the demodulator is determined 
by a light and photocell system which is triggered by the chopper 
blade. 
A short time constant (0.5 sec. RC) is added before the signal 
goes to the chart recorder or data unit. For the chart recorder, this 
ls a matter of convenience in viewing the signal. For the photometry 
(integration unit), the essential requirement ls that the time con-
stant be short enough, compared with the 10 second integration time 
used, that the effect of previous signals is small. 
For the spectroscopy, the real signal is continually changing 
































The time constant is fixed by two requirements. First, to allow 
for possible sky variations, it was desired to complete single scans 
within ten minutes. Second, it was desired to have the time constant 
short with respect to the rise time of coming on the line. This 
permits an optimum weighting technique to be used in noise elimina• 
tion as discussed in Appendix 2. Thus, for an exit slit of two 
millimeters and a scanning rate corresponding to 0.173 mm./sec., a 
time constant of o.so seconds "RC" (1.10 seconds "10 to 90") was 
chosen as short enough. A shorter time constant would also have 
worked, but the amount of data to be recorded would have increased 
without any increase in real information, i.e., no signal of interest 
had a high frequency component. 
The integrator unit consisted of a voltage to frequency converter, 
a fixed time counter, and a paper printer. For the photometry,the 
counter integrated over ten second intervals. For the spectra,the 
integration time was one second. Including a dead time of 0.20 
seconds necessary for printing, a data point was produced every 1.20 
seconds. Because the volta~Q to frequency converter produced an 
ambiguity inl.J in passing through zero, .a voltage offset corresponding 
to ~ full scale was added to the signal before conversion. The strip 
chart recorder was also zeroed at half scale so that,as long as the 
signal did not go off on the strip chart,the voltage to frequency 
converter worked properly. Since a 0.5 second time constant was 
added before these two data units, their different speeds of response 
' 
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were not a consideration. 
When using the integrator unit for scanning spectra, the O.S 
second time constant allowed a partial forgetting of the previous 
one second of signal during the 0.2 second dead time while preser-
ving information about what occurred during the dead time for the 
next one second integration. This slight interdependence of successive 
points was not serious since it took twenty seconds to go over a 
feature anyway. A more serious limitation in the use of the integ-
rator unit was that it was not computer compatible. Converting a 
night's data to cards generally took an experienced keypunch operator 
a full day. 
The magnetic tape unit consisted of an analog to digital voltage 
converter, a time of day clock, a set of indicator switches, a multi-
plexer to switch in pre-programmed sequence between the voltage, time, 
and indicator switch information, and a tape handling unit. Since 
the information was recorded digitally, it could be read directly by 
computer. 
Samples of the signal are taken by the MTU over a very short 
interval (about 1 millisecond) with the time between samples being 
a constant, but adjustable, quantity. The question of a proper time 
constant can be answered by the sampling theorem of information theory 
(e.g., see Papoulis, "The Fourier Integral and Its Applications" 
1962, p.50). For a band limited signal described by LllJ , sampling , 
twice within a time interval corresponding to'.l""k.w obtains all the 
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information available in that time interval. A system described by 
a time constant is not truly band limited, but for the present argu-
ment this should be an adequate approximation. With the 0.50 second 
"RC" time constant (1.10 seconds "10 to 90") fixed by other considera-
tions, a sampling rate of once every 0.30 seconds was used for the 
spectra. This introduced a further data reduction simplification 
in that if four such points were averaged, the data could be com-
bined with data from the integrator unit (every 1.20 seconds) with• 
out registration problems. The registration was found perfect over a 
full scan of ten minutes. 
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F. The Spectrometer Observations 
The spectral observations were made on the 60 inch and 100 inch 
telescopes at Mt. Wilson. Table 1 gives the customary statistics. 
For brevity, standards are not listed, and the list is also restricted 
to those nights which were used. 
The wavelength bands covered turned out to have the property that 
strong lines are very strong and weak lines are not seen. Thus, once 
the equivalent widths of the few strong lines have been measured, the 
spectra show very little additional information. For this reason, and 
because of the large number of spectra obtained, only sample spectra 
will be presented. 
It is of more interest to show a sample spectrum at various stages 
of processing. For this purpose, 2 micron observations of the region 
SO arcseconds south of the Trapezium on 14 October 1968 have been 
selected as being representative. Figure 4 shows a segment from the 
strip chart obtained that night. For the signal tracing, approximate 
values of the zero have been indicated at either side of the chart 
segment. Normally it is unnecessary to know the zero (which does 
change with wavelength) since a companion tracing is taken with the 
source in the other aperture. Because of the 180 degree phase 
difference in the chopping, this produces a deflection in the opposite 
direction. It is the difference of these two signals which ultimately 
is used. Also indicated is the wavelength of the Brackett Gamma line. 
Increasing wavelength is to the right. The sky monitor tracing is 
TABLE 1 
SUMMARY OF SPECTRAL OBSERVATIONS 
Region 
Date Telescope Focus Object Cove red~" A. Range (J:!) No. Scans SecZ 
4 Oct 68 100 inch Cass . NGC 7027 All 2 . 114-2. 21 7 12 1. 04 
5 Oct 68 100 inch Cass. NGC 7027 All 2. 118-2.219 12 1.01 
14 Oct 68 60 inch Newt. M 42 50 11 SOT 2.129-2.368 8 1. 32 
M 42 Dark Bay II 4 1. 30 
N 
'"" 
M 42 Trap II 4 1. 30 
15 Oct 68 60 inch Newt. M 42 Trap 2. 128~2.353 4 1.64 
M 42 5011 NOT II 4 1. 54 
M 42 50 11 SOT II 4 1. 46 
M 42 13511 NOT II }16 1. 36 
M 42 13511 SOT II 
M 42 Dark Bay II 4 1. 30 
16 Oct 68 60 inch Newt. M 42 Trap 1.552-1. 771 8 1. 48 
[continued on next page] 
TABLE l (Continued) 
Region 
Date Telescope Focus Object Covered'~ :\ Range (µ) No. Scans Seel 
-- - -----------· -
16 Oct 68 60 inch Newt. M 42 5011 NOT 1.552-1.771 8 l. 33 
M 42 50 11 SOT II 8 l. 32 
28 Nov 68 60 inch Newt. M 42 Trap I. 561- I. 769 8 l.87, l.32 
M 42 5011 NOT II 8 l.62' l. 49 
M 42 5011 SOT JI 8 l. 39, 1.66 N 
~ 
30 Nov 68 60 inch Newt. M 42 Trap 1.585-1. 707 4 l. 58 
M 42 5011 NOT II 16 1.49 , 1.33 
M 42 5011 SOT II 16 l. 38 
l Dec 68 60 inch Newt. M 42 Trap 1.588- J. 710 4 l.55 
M 42 50 11 SOT ·11 8 l. 42' I. 35 -
M 42 50 11 NOT II 4 1.40 
2 Feb 69 60 inch Newt. IC 418 Al I 2. 110-2.219 48 1.48-1.82 
M 42 Trap II 4 J.65 
Mar 69 60 inch Cass. IC 418 All 2.106-2.240 44 l. 47-1. 75 
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FIGURE 4 RAW DATA SAMPLE 
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run with a 180 degree phase reversal (positive deflection downwards) 
so that the two tracings do not interfere with one another. The 
changes in the sky monitor tracing are all cell noise, so that, in 
practice, quality of a single scan could only be assured to five or 
ten percent. This is not serious because many scans are added and 
small occasional transparency changes should thus have little effect. 
Figure 5 shows the result of adding together the eight scans 
obtained that night. The deflection is in arbitrary units. The pre-
dicted triangular shape of the tracing over Brackett ganuna can now 
be easily confirmed. 
Figure 6 shows the result of correcting for sky and spectrometer 
wavelength response. The response is obtained by dividing a model 
stellar atmosphere for an AOV star by a scan of the star Alpha Lyra. 
An absolute flux can then be obtained at each wavelength by assuming 
the flux calibration at 2.2 microns is as given by Becklin (PhD. 
Thesis, Caltech, 1968). 
Figure 7 shows the same scan after noise elimination by the con-
volution technique discussed in Appendix 2. This is the final form 
of the spectrum which could then be measured for the strength of the 
Brackett Gamma line (2.165 microns), for · the strength of the nearby 
continuum, and for the amount of the continuum discontinuity at the 
limit of the Pfund series (2.28 microns). 
In addition to providing a flux calibration, the standards also 
allow a check on the performance of the total system by providing a 
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Figures 8, 9, and 10 show convolved spectra of Alpha Lyra (0.03 K 
magnitude, AOV), Alpha Leo (1.62 K magnitude, B7V) and BS 8641 (4.75 K 
magnitude, AlV). For reference, the continuum deflection on the 
region 50 arcseconds south of the Trapezium corresponded to a K mag-
nitude of 4.4. Figure 10, while quite noisy, indicates that there 
are no significant systematic problems, even at fainter magnitudes, 
than were measured for M 42. The deflections at 2.2 microns can be 
compared with the measured broad band fluxes with the result that the 
linearity of the spectrometer system corresponds to that of the broad 
band system to at least 103 over the range considered. 
The Brackett Gamma line is in absorption in the three stars 
• 0 
shown. For Alpha Lyra, the equivalent width is measured as 12.9 4 IA. 
This is in agreement with Hyland and Butcher's measurement of 13.2 t1X, 
using the same spectrometer at f16 (Hardorp & Scholz, Z Ap 69, 350, 
1968). The equivalent width predicted from model atmospheres varies 
from 10.3A to 13.2A, depending on choice of model and type of broadening 
used (Hardorp & Scholz Z Ap 69, 350, 1968), so the agreement can be 
said good to about 153. This would indicate that the slit profile 
does not have any significant wide shallow wings. To determine this 
is important since the measurement of the line strength could be in 
error by a significant amount if there were wings. 
Another check was made on the telescope by measuring a star with 
and without a narrow band interference filter placed before the 
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that the energy outside the theoretical slit profile was of the 
order of 53 or less. 
In order to take double beam data further than l' north or 
south of the Trapezi\.llll, a special technique had to be employed. 
Figure 11 shows schematically the four observations which were taken. 
The Trapezium is represented by a black star, and the spectrometer 
focal plane apertures by S and R. If the measured deflection at 
each position i is given by Mi; the flux at positions 41011 south is 
zero, 135" south is Is, 135" north is In, and 410" north is zero; 
and the response of aperture S is taken as 1.0 and of aperture R is 
taken as R, then the following set of equations hold: 
M,(A.) = + c (;t) 
M,P) =-~Is('~) + IN(;\) + C (>.) 
(J) 
C . ( ::>.) 
where C(~ ) , represents the lack of cancellation of sky emission 
between the two beams and also the constant electronics zero. 
Eliminating C( A. ) , 
- R I.w (::>.) 
The quantities to be calculated are (~) * Is and ~ * In• 
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than unknowns. The solution, when proper weighting is given for noise, 
is 
[ F. CA.} /-:; I J+.ri. - _J CF.()..) {{ 6 
-+ F3 (:::t) \~1 J + R. 
R )i+Vi. "l. 
(3) 
(': R) I,vC::t) : f F3 (/.) .::[i_ i"' ( F"l. (J..) + R F.(A.) J l ~Vi JI -:R 
R I +.fi 
These equations then were used to obtain the spectra from 135 arc-
seconds north and south of the Trapezium. 
Table 2 sunnnarizes the line and continuum intensity measurements 
at various positiona and wavelengths. Where relevant, the numbers 
are corrected for the flux from the stars in the beam. 
TAB LE 2 
SUMMARY OF SPECTRAL DATA 
0 
Equival ent Wid t h (A) Iv (W M- 2 Hz- 1 Ste r- 1 )* 1
LINE -
Corrected Corrected 
Obj ect Pos ition >.. (µ ) Raw For Stars Raw For Stars (W M- 2 Ste r- 1 )* 
M 42 Dark Bay 2. 31 2. 2± l . 5 x 10- 19 
2.52 3.0±1.5 
2. 166 B7 416 ±100 2. 8±1.5 6.9±1.0 x 10- 7 
w ...., 
M 42 13511 NOT 2. 31 5.2±2.0 
2_. 52 4.9±2 . 0 
2. 166 B7 282 ± 90 4.7±2.0 8. 4± l. 6 
M 42 50 11 NOT 2.31 20 ±2 15 ±2 
2.52 19 ±2 15 ±2 
2. 166 B7 160 ±68 190±80 18 ±2 15 ±2 18 ±3 
1. 736 B 1 0 59 ±15 60±15 8.6±1 8.5±1 5. 1±2.0 
1. 681 B 11 46 ± 9 46± 9 8.8±1 8.7±1 4. 3± 1. 3 
[continued on next page ] 
TABLE 2 (Continued) 
0 




Object Position I. {µ) Raw For Stars Raw For Stars (W M- 2 Ster- 1)* 
M 42 50 11 NOT 1.641 B12 43 ± 9 43± 9 8. 1±1 x 10- 19 8.0±1 1 - 7 3. 9± l. 2 x 0 
1.611 B13 43 ± 9 43± 9 7.6±1 7. 6±1 3.8±1. l 
1.588 B14 41 ±10 41±10 6.2±1 6. 1±1 3.0±1.2 
1. 700 He 25 ± 6 26± 6 7,7±1 7.6±1 2.0±0.8 w °' 
M 42 Trapezium 2.31 31 ±1 22 ±1 
2.52 32 ±1 23 ±1 
2. 166 B1 162 ± 9 231±19 33 ±1 23 ±1 34 ±5 
1. 736 Bio 28 ± 7 47±12 32 ±1 20 ±1 9.1 ±3.6 
1.681 B11 26 ± 5 46± 9 31 ±1 18 ±1 8.6±2.6 
1.641 B1 2 20 ± 4 35± 7 32 ±1 18 ±1 7 .0±2. 1 
1. 611 B 13 18 ± 4 31± 6 33 ±1 19 ±1 6.8±2.0 
1.588 B14 9.8± 2.4 18± 4 32 ±1 18 ±1 3. 7± 1. 5 
[continued on next page] 
TABLE 2 (Continued) 
0 
Equival ent Width (A) ' v (W M- 2 Hz- 1 Ster- 1)* I LI NE 
-
Corrected Corrected 
Object Position A (µ) Raw For Stars Raw For Stars (W W 2 Ste r- 1) 1" 
M 42 Trapezi um 1. 700 He 12 ± 3 20± 5 32 ±1 x I0- 19 20 ±1 4. 0± 1 . 6 x 10- 7 
M 42 50 11 SOT 2. 31 11 ±1 
2. 52 10 ±1 
w 
'° 2. 166 B7 344 ±40 11 ±1 23 ±4 
1. 736 Bio 66 ±16 9.3±1 6.1±2. 4 
1.681 B11 62 ±12 7. 1±1 4.6±1.4 
1. 641 B 12 44 ± 9 8.8±1 4. 3± 1. 3 
1.611 B13 37 ± 7 6. 9±1 2.9±0.9 
1.588 B14 22 ± 6 6.2±1 1.6±0. 7 
1. 700 He 29 ± 7 7.2±1 2.2±0.9 
M 42 13511 SOT 2. 31 4.4±2 
2.52 2.8±2 
[continued on next page] 
TABLE 2 (Continued) 
0 
Equival ent Width (A) Iv (W M- 2 Hz - 1 Ster- 1 )* I LINE 
Ob ject Position ;\ (µ) Raw 
M 42 13511 SOT 2. 166 87 544 ±120 
NGC 7027 All 2. 166 87 306 ± 40 
2. 184 He 7 71 ± 20 
IC 418 All 2. 166 87 204 ± 90 
Corrected 
For Stars Raw 
3 . 1 ±2 x 10- 1 9 
l . 6±0. 2 x 10- 2 6 
l. 8±0. 2 
l.2±0.4 
Corrected 
For Stars (W M- 2 Ster- 1 )~·, 
-7 10.7±2.0 x 10 
3, 1±0.3 x 10- 14 
0.8±0.2 
l. 4±0.5 




G. The Photometer Observations 
The photometry was done on the 24 inch telescope at Mt. Wilson. 
Table 3 gives the customary statistics. The regions referred to are 
shown in Figure 12. Before the small regions were added together to 
approximate the soectrometer field, corrections were made for atmos-
pheric extinction and known stars in the aperture. Table 4 gives 
the fluxes adopted for the Trapezium, for the Becklin-Neugebauer 
Object ORS-1 (ApJ 147, 799, 1967), and for a second red star, ORS-2, 
10 arcseconds north of ORS-1. Thus, the averaged measurements given 
in Table 5 represent a best approximation to the nebular emission 
only. The names ORS-1 and ORS-2 (for Orion Red Star) are proposed 
here to avoid confusion. 
All regions were weighted equally in the average rather than by 
estimated error. While the field is not precisely identical to that 
of the spectrometer, the data have the more important feature that 
the fluxes at various wavelengths can be directly compared. That is, 
the full set of bands were taken the same night, with the same aper-
ture, and at the same position in the nebula. 
Previously existing measurements in the infrared represent a 
hodgepodge of apertures and positions which have presented a serious 
limitation to a careful analysis of the nebular properties. 
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TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF PHOTOMETRY 
No. of 10 Sec. Integrations 
Date Region l. 25µ l.65µ 2.2µ 3.5µ 4.8µ Seel 
18 Nov 1968 4 20 20 20 20 20 l. 3 
7 20 20 20 20 40 l. 3 
17 20 20 20 20 40 l. 5 
19 Nov 1968 3 16 16 16 16 16 1 • 3 
10 16 16 16 16 24 1. 3 
11 16 0 0 16 24 1. 5 
13 16 16 16 16 24 l. 7 
20 Nov 1968 2 16 16 16 16 16 l. 4 
10 16 16 16 16 16 1. 5 
12 16 16 16 16 16 l.6 
4 16 16 16 16 16 l.9 
21 Nov 1968 4 8 8 8 8 8 1. 4 
12 8 8 8 8 16 l.9 
30 Dec 1968 7 8 8 8 8 12 l. 4 
9 8 8 8 8 0 1.6 
l Jan 1969 7 8 8 8 8 16 l. 4 
6 8 8 8 8 12 1. 3 
[continued on next page] 
4 3 
TABLE 3 (Continued) 
No. of 10 Se c . Integ rat ion s 
Date Region l. 25µ l. 65µ 2.2µ 3.5µ 4.8µ Seel 
Jan 1969 8 8 8 8 8 12 l. 3 
15 8 8 8 8 12 l. 3 
14 8 8 8 8 16 l. 4 
16 8 8 8 8 16 l. 4 
5 8 8 8 8 12 l. 5 
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TABLE 4 
ADOPTED STELLAR FLUXES 
Adopted Fluxes Fv (W M- 2 Hz- 1 ) 
-
1 . 22µ- 1 1 . 00µ- 1 .800µ- 1 .606µ- 1 .454µ-l .286µ- 1 .208µ- 1 .099µ-l .051µ- 1 
Object 0.82µ 1. 0 µ 1. 25 µ 1. 65 µ 2. 2 µ 3,5 µ 4.8 µ 10. 1 µ 19 . 5 µ 
ORS-1 0.13 x 10- 26 5,5 56. 150. 120 . 30. 
ORS-2 0.29 1. 4 5, 1 
Trap 34. 27. 21. 17. 12 . 7.4 4.9 3.6 
~ 
U1 
Adopted Fluxes FA (W Cm- 2 µ- 1 ) 
Object 0.82µ 1. 0 µ 1. 25 µ 1. 65 µ 2.2 µ 3,5 µ 4. 8 µ 10. 1 µ 19.5 µ 
ORS-1 1. 4 x 10- 1 7 34. 139, 197, 34. 2.3 
ORS-2 3.2 8.6 12. 6 
Trap 1500. 800. 404. 188. 74 . 18.3 6.4 1. 0 
TABLE 5 
SUMS OF SMALL RE GIONS FOR COMPARISON WITH SPECTROMETER DATA 
Spectromete r Regions I (W M-
2 Hz- 1 Ster- 1 ) • 10 19 
\) 
Region Averaged 1. 25µ 1.65µ 2.2µ 3,5µ 4.8µ 
5011 NOT 1, 2' 3' 4, 5 15. 1±3.0 12 . 9±2.6 24.4±4.9 93 ±19 299±90 
Trapezium 6' 7' 8, 12 35.6±3.6 21.2±2. I 20.4±2.0 43.5± 4.4 139±21 
5011 SOT 9, 10, 11, 13, 14, 15, 16 17. 1±3. 4 10. 4±2. 1 11. 1±2. 2 14.4± 2.9 37± 11 ~ 
0-
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III. SPSCTRAL LINE ANALYSIS (B7, B10-14' He) FOR M 42, NGC 7027, 
AND IC 41 8 
A. Chapter Introduction 
This chapter contains primarily those analyses of the spectral 
data which yield information determinable by other means. By com-
paring the values here obtained for electron temperature, electron 
density, reddening , and helium abundance with those of other authors, 
one can get a feeling for the reliability of the data. 
A considerable amount of material has been published on the 
Orion Nebula, and, as will be seen, much of it is contradictory. In 
order to make some sense out of the available material, it has been 
analy zed from the point of view of a model which fits the properties 
determined by the infrared spectra. Thus, outside data which a gree 
tend not to be criticized too heavily, while every attempt is made 
to explain away unsatisfactory outside data within the limitations 
of the model. It is left to the reader to judge whether this has 
been done successfully. Note that since the model properties dis-
cussed here can be determined only by using outside data, a distinc-
tion must be made between outside data which gives "direct" measure-
ments, such as line intensities, and outside data which g ives "derived" 
measurements , such as temperature. Outside "direct" measurements are 
combined with the infrared "direct" measurements to give "derived" 
infrared measurements which can be compared with other "derived" 
outside measurements. 
In order to orient the chapter, the results will be summari zed 
in advance. This chapter largely ignores dust emission, which is 
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considered in the next chapter. This separation is possible since 
only the lines are considered here and since neither the visual 
nor the radio data shows effects of the dust emission. Note that it 
is necessary to make a distinction between emission and scattering. 
The basic parameters determined in this paper for the ionized 
region are (1) an average electron temperature between eight and 
nine thousand degrees; (2) a slight increase of electron temperature 
with distance from the Trapezium out to about 2' or 3' from the 
center followed by a decrease at greater distances; (3) an average 
electron density of about 2 x 103 electrons/cm3 near the Trapezium; 
(4) a flat electron density with distance from the Trapezium for the 
central 3' followed by a decrease at greater distances; (5) an aver-
age visual reddening of about one magnitude; and (6) a helilnil abun-
dance of about ten percent. This is a somewhat different picture of 
the nebula than is usually assumed. It should be emphasized that 
not all the properties have been equally well proven, but, neverthe-
less, all have been adopted as a framework within which outside data 
can be examined. 
For comparison, externally determined parameters of the nebula 
would be (1) an electron temperature which ranges from 13,000°K to 
1200°K, depending on what data are believed; (2) no change in tempera-
ture of a slight decrease with distance from the Trapezium; (3) an 
average electron density of about 2 x 103 electrons/cm3 near the 
Trapezium; (4) a rapidly decreasing electron density with distance 
from the Trapezium; (5) a visual reddening of either one or two mag-
nitudes; and (6) a helium abundance of 15 to 20 percent. Appropriate 
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papers which suggest these other parameters are discussed following 
each determination of one of the infrared "derived" properties. 
The planetary nebula data were taken primarily for comparison 
with M 42. It is felt that the planetaries provide an experimental 
check on the value of the M 42 data which is somewhat independent of 
theoretical considerations. 
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B. Theoretical Background 
Following Menzel's (ApJ, 1937, p. 330) classic derivation, one 
arrives at expressions for the bound-bound, bound-free, and free-free 
emission in the nebula for hydrogenic atoms 
(1) E ,,.,,,.,· = N,; Ne 





( 2) E v ... 11 1 = N .c /\/ e T,li., 
e 
(3) £ "X 
~ 





_ A (v-v.,.,) 
e 
jJ, )I 
- A 1e · "> -' / e E ~c:o c ,.,- SE£ Hi 
where n is the upper level, n' is the lower level, Ni is the number 
density of ions, Ne is the number density of electrons, K is a 
6 3/"l. 3/2 3,1. 
grouping of atomic constants (K = 3.260 x 10- erg sec cm °K gnl 2 ) 
Z is atomic charge, Te is a representative electron temperature, bn 
is a ratio number giving the departure from the thermodynamic equili-
brium of the upper level, g is the Gaunt factor, h is Planck's con-
stant, R is the Rydberg constant, c is the velocity of light, k is 
Boltzman's constant, Y is the frequency of the emitted light, and 
Vn' is the minimum frequency of light needed to ionize from level 
n'. 
Following Aller (Gaseous Nebulae, p. 151, 1957) one arrives at 





where y is defined by 
/3 is defined by f3 = 
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V : ~ ;i. y ( ';! S - I S) 
AR c 2'l 
A Te 
X is the fraction of all recombinations to level ri = 2 and higher 
which eventually reach the 2S state. </J, (y) is tabulated in Aller 
(loc cit) and is proportional to the 2S-1S (two quantum) transition 
probability as a function of the "normalized" frequency y. cp'l.. (13) 
is also tabulated in Aller (loc cit) and is proportional to the 
total rate of recombination into level n = 2 and higher as a function 
of electron temperature. 
Next, these emission rates are expressed i~ terms of intensity, 
an observable quantity. For each volume element, the intensity at 
the source is 
(5) Iov = 
Integrating along the line of sight, and assuming some light is 
removed from the beam 
(6) I v 
where Lis the distance through the nebula from the source and dvx is 
the optical depth (?: ) • Note that ?:' can come from absorption by 
dust or from atomic absorption. 
The integration is a simple one if it is assumed ?fv and Iov 
do not depend on ~ 
(7) = 
(8) Define Dv 








' - e 
If the values of I 0 ..,, and ?f' v do depend on X then Em must be assumed 
to represent a weighted average emission measure. 
The expressions to be compared with the observations then become 
(11) I_,,?')' = 3 J 
02) Ia.; = 
ft.)/ 
03) I rf E,.., N;, kAz"[ e - A.I~ fl. l = - Ne -;;;;:- r:. ,,..,_ ca ff Dy '2~~.C"2 ... e. I 
(14) I 2 r; 
E,_, N.; 1<-.~z~[-' [ ';} </; ('(f) ~ rP.,_ ([3) 3 J = Dv Ne yrr Te "'1/-.. • J.77 /3 
These equations have a number of features which should be noted 
at this time. Since the electron density enters only in the emission 
measure, the ratio of the line intensity to the continuum intensity 
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will be independent of density. Density fluctuations in the line of 
sight will not affect the ratio at a given frequency, nor will they 
affect it at different frequencies if the nebula is optically thin at 
those frequencies, i.e., if Dv ~ 1. As we shall see later, in the 
infrared wavelengths we are considering, the bound-free contribution 
to the continuum is about equal to the free-free contribution. Thus, 
there will be some dependence of the line to continuum ratio upon 
temperature, weaker than in the radio region, where the continuum is 
virtually all free-free, and stronger than in the visual where the 
continuum is bound-free and two quantum. 
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C. Reddening of M 42 
One of the most importa nt features of the infrared lines is that 
they are only sli ghtly reddened, if at all. This will be shown in 
later sections of this chapter. The basic arguments are that the 
di f ferential reddening between the higher order (10-14) Brackett lines 
at 1.6 ~ and Brackett Ganuna at 2.16 ~ is small and also that the 
electron temperature calculated from Brackett Gamma and the radio 
continuum would be unrealistic if a large reddening correction were 
a pplied. Upon examining equations 1 and 11, one sees that if tran-
sitions f rom the same upper level are considered, a very simple 
expression for the ratio of line strang ths can be derived. This is 
essentially just the ratio of the transition probabilities, purely 
atomic constants and independent of temperature and pressure. 
Strictly speaking , though, there is a temperature dependence which 
can creep in. If one considers the transitions in detail, one must 
talk o f bn,L values instead o f bn values. For the va lues o f n and 
the physical conditions considered here, the population among the 
v a rious L value s is not t h a t of thermodynamic e qu i l i brium. For the 
purposes o f this discussion it is propos~d to include this e f fect by 
substituting a ne w quant i t y bnn' in place o f bn in the e x pressions 
f or the line intensity. bnn' is simply bn times a correction f a ctor 
whi ch depends o n t he lower level throug h the permitted L values of 
the t ransition. bnn' may be thought of as an eff ective level pop-
ula tion parameter a s f ar a s the nn' transition is concerned. This 
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formulation was first introduced by Burgess (loc cit). Equation 
15 gives a more precise definition of bnn' in terms of the squared 
radial matrix elements of the diploe moment, /RnL,n'L'l 2 , which 
appear in the transition probability. 
(15) jwn' = 
2: f1,,..,L. ~(1..)1..1) l R-n1..,?"l'L 1 
l. L.' 
The bnn•'s do not exactly cancel and there can be a slight temperature 
dependence. Burgess (MN 118, 477, 1958) gets a 303 difference between 
Paschen and Balmer bnn•'s. Accordingly, bnn•'s were calculated sep-
arately for the lines given in Table 6. The radial matrix elements 
of the dipole moment were taken from Green et al. (ApJ Sup.}, 37, 
1958), and the b(n,L) were as given by Clarke (Thesis, Univ. Microfilm 
#6600211, 1965). Table 6 gives the bnn•'s used for the lines of 
interest, and Table 7 g ives the predicted intensities with the 
emission measure and absorption left as adjustable parameters. Also 
shown in Table 7 are Seaton's (Rept. Prog. Phys. 23, 313, 1960) pre-
dieted values for some of the same lines for 10,000°K. Seaton did 
not have Clarke's accurate b(n,L) values, so the slight disagreement 
is not surprising. 
From the data of Mendez (Bol. de Los Obs. Ton. y Tac., No. 28, 
p. 91, 1967) it is seen that the variation from position to position 
of the hi gher order Balmer and Paschen to H ~ ratios is stronger than 
the varia tion with distance from the Trapezium. The area covered by 
the slits in this e xperiment's data is m~ch larger than in any useful 
visual data. The availa ble visual data also show a considerable 
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TABLE 6 
POPULATION PARAMETERS FOR DEPARTURE FROM LTE 
n n' bnn' (Te = 6000 °K) bnn' (Te= 10,000°K) 
2 4 0. 079 0.203 
2 7 0. 179 0.321 
2 10 0.227 0.365 
2 11 0.237 0.373 
2 12 0.246 0.381 
2 13 0.252 0.386 
2 14 0.258 0.391 
3 7 0.219 0.369 
3 10 0.273 o.414 
3 11 0.284 o.423 
3 12 0.293 0.431 
3 13 0.301 0.436 
3 14 0.307 0.441 
4 7 0.275 o. 435 
4 10 0.332 0.478 
4 11 0.343 0.487 
4 12 0.352 0.494 
4 13 0.361 0.499 
4 14 0.367 0.504 
TABLE 7 
PREDICTED LINE INTENSITIES 
Predicted Intensity • ~ 
Em 
(W M- 2 Str- 1 Cm 6 Pc- 1 ) Seaton's Predicted 
Element Transition >.. (µ) 1.-1 Te = 6000°K Te= I0,000°K Te= I0,000°K 
Hydrogen 7-4 2. 17 .462 12.13 x 10- 13 7.20 x 10-1 3 
I0-4 I. 74 .576 3.96 2.38 
11-4 I. 68 ,595 2.97 I. 79 VI ...., 
12-4 I. 64 . 609 2.27 1. 38 
13-4 I. 61 .621 I. 78 1.07 
14-4 I. 59 .630 1.42 x 10- 13 . 841 x 10- 1 3 
7-3 1. 005 .995 23.02 x 10- 13 14.57 x 10-1 3 
10-3 .901 1. 109 7.66 4.84 
11-3 . 886 I. 128 5,76 3.66 
12-3 . 875 1. 142 4.46 2.83 
13- 3 .866 I. 154 3.46 2. 17 















4d 3D-2p 3P0 
He 10-7 
TABLE 7 (Continued) 
Predicted Intensity • Dv 
Em 
(W M- 2 Str- 1 Cm 6 Pc- 1) 
I. (µ) 1.-1 Te = 6000°K Te = l0,000° K 
. 860 1. 163 2.78 x l0- 13 1. 72 x 10- 13 
.486 2.058 429 
.397 2.518 62.24 
.380 2.632 20.78 
.377 2.651 15.69 
. 375 2. 666 12. 16 
,373 2.677 9.48 






.372 2.686 7. 63 x 10- 13 4.98 x 10- 13 
1. 70 .692 22.93 x 10- 13* 15.17 x 10- 13* 
.447 2.237 327.59 x 10- 13* 217.24 x 10- 13* 
2. 19 .457 21.55 x 10- 13* 14.35 x 10- 13* 
Seaton's Predicted 
Te = l0,000 °K 
259 x 10- 13 
50 
18 
176 x 10-13 




spread from observer to observer. Thus, it it not to be expected that 
the present visual data will allow an accurate estimate of the dif-
ferential reddening across the nebula, and it has not been attempted. 
In caluculating the reddening given in Figure 13, the values of 
the ratios of the various lines of interest to H ~ were averaged from 
the values given by Mendez and then absolute values of H f3 given by 
Mendez in regions near or in my standard regions were used to compute 
the energy in the visual lines listed in Table 8. These were then 
compared with the infrared lines from the same upper level to obtain 
the reddening, which is an average over the three central regions. 
Absolute values for the Paschen 12 line were taken from Werner et al. 
(ApJ 155, 485, 1969) and thus were reduced independently of the 
assumed H ~ flux. No useable visual data could be found for the 
Dark Bay, so it was not possible to compute the reddening there by 
this method. The assumption was made that the 2/A nebular reddening 
was 0.1 magnitudes. Johnson's (Nebulae & Interstellar Matter, Vol. 
VII of Stars & Stellar Systems, p. 167, 1968) Figure 37 for the 
Trapezium stars is also shown in Figure 13. Johnson's curve has 
been adjusted for his measured excess in B - V of 0.35. 
The HeI line error bar includes ±203 for an estimated uncertainty 
from two causes. First, the He bn values do not take into account 
the permitted L values of the transitions. Second·, it appears 
(Drake et al., Phys. Rev. 180, 25, . 1969) . that Mathis' (ApJ 125, 318, 
1957) He bn values (the ones used) have been calculated assuming an 


























7-4 Assumed Absorption 
7-3 Mendez 
0 12-3 Werner et al. 
CJ 7-2 Mendez 
010-2,11-2} 
12-2, 13-2 Mendez 
He 43D-2 3P0 Mendez 
Trapezium Johnson 
1.0 
AVERAGE NEBULAR ABSORPTION COMPARED 




ADOPTED RATIOS TO HS 
Transition Ratio 
3- 7 • 118 
He 4471 .035 




2-13 . .021 
ADOPTED VALUES OF HS FLUX 
Region Intensity (W M- 2 
2) NOT 135'' 7.8 x 10- 6 
3) NOT 5011 19. 1 x ' 10- 6 
4) Trapezium 36.0 x 10- G 
5) SOT 5011 17.5 x 10-s 
6) SOT 13511 11.2 x 10- 6 
Ster - 1 ) 
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slower rate of depopulation would make the higher triplet levels 
sensitive to the li ght from the Trapezium stars. Mathis' estimated 
rate was almost an order of magnitude too fast. However, it should 
be pointed out that the one photon decay rate of the 23s state has 
not been calculated, and, although it is highly forbidden, it may 
be faster than the two photon rate. Mathis' bn values may be 
adequate. 
Comparing the nebular reddening with the Trapezium reddening, 
it appears that Mathis' (ApJ 125, 328, 1957) assumption of a probable 
nebular reddening of ~ that of the Trapezium was correct. The red-
dening curves derived may be used to show that the Trapezium starsare 
behind most of the visible nebular material. If a very approximate 
equation of transfer, assuming constant nebular absorpti~n andemis-
sion with depth, is used, it is possible to compute the depth of the 
Trapezium stars within the gas. That is, the intensity from the 
nebula is represented by Equation 16, and the flux from the stars 
is represented by Equation 17 where 9nly the reddening factors are 
included. 
(16) I"' oe 
(17) Is 
-~ 




Lo is the unknown depth of the stars within the total depth L. From 
Equations 16 and 17 a differential redde~ing between the nebula and 
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the stars can be predicted as a function of the stars' . reddening and 
of 10 /L. Note that this relation is independent of the form of the 
reddening law. This relationship is shown in Figure 14 along with 
the observed points taken from 7-2 and 7-3 to 7-4 transition ratios. 
Thus, this simple model would indicate that the Trapezium stars are 
behind approximately 803 of the nebular material. 
An argument can be made that the conclusions from this model and 
also Fi gure 13 would be incorrect if the 2 micron absorption were 
anoma lously large, say 0.6 magnitudes. Johnson's absorption data 
apparently has some extra emission in the long wavelength regions, 
so the shape of the Trapezium absorption. curve gives no strong counter 
argument. It would also be possible to account for a large 2 micron 
absorption with large particles. The reasons for assuming a small 
2 micron absorption, however, are that (1) comparison of Brackett 
lines 10 through 14 with Brackett Gamma indicates little or no 
differential absorption between 1.6 microns and 2.2 microns, and (2) 
comparison of Brackett Gamma with radio data gives reasonable electron 
temperatures. Adding O.S magnitudes to .the measured intensity of 
Brackett Gamma would drive the calculated electron temperatures down 
to around 3000°K. This does not rule out the possibility that the 
2 micron absorption could be as high as .20 magnitudes or as low as 
no absorption with a corresponding shift of the points plotted in 
Figure 13. 
A consideration which has been neglected is that if the extinction 
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and absorption, whereas the nebular light is reduced by absorption 
only. A different form of the extinction law, as well as a smaller 
extinction than for the stars would thus be predicted for the nebula 
on this basis alone. The depth of the Trapezium within the gas 
could be thus reduced, but still could not be made zero. At zero 
depth, the Trapezium reddening would have to be all interstellar, 
as would the reddening of the nebula. Scattering would then add to 
the extinction of the nebula and a contradiction would exist between 
the extinctions of the stars and of the nebula. With this effect 
included, the Trapezium stars can then be said to be between 0.3 
and 0.8 of the distance through the nebula. 
Wurm (1963 Technical Report No. 1, AFCRL-63-730) has attempted 
to show that the Trapezium stars are in front of the nebula. Most 
authors have assumed symmetry and placed the Trapezium stars in the 
center, that is, behind the visible nebula. 
The present results disagree somewhat with Mendez' (Bol de Los 
Obs. Ton. y Tac. 28 , 91, 1967) similar calculation using the Paschen 
to Balmer line ratios. Mendez' value for the reddening between 
Paschen and Balmer wavelengths (approximately 0.8 magnitudes) agrees 
with this paper. He then uses some theoretical calculations (based 
on an assumed electron temperature of 10,000°K) which purport to 
show an additional 0.7 magnitude of reddening between the Paschen line 
wave-leng ths and V = O. That is, he gets a total visual reddening 
of 1.5 magnitudes. This is where we disagree. These data show half 
of the additional reddening to be fictional. Since Mendez had to 
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use values for the emission measure at various distances from the 
Trapezium in his calculations, and since a different emission 
measure-distance relationship is derived in the present work, this 
is another possible explanation of the difference. A change in 
assumed electron temperature to 10,000° will affect the present 
method's results by only 53. 
While it is not possible to compute the absorption in the dark 
bay by the accurate method just used, an approximate value can be 
obtained from the reddening of the infrared flux. Looking ahead to 
Table 13, it is seen that the calculated temperature is hardly 
realistic. Inverting the calculation and assuming a realistic 
temperature should then enable the prediction of an unreddened line 
flux. If an electron temperature of 8000°1< and an emission measure 
of 2 x 106 cm-6pc is assumed, the unreddened intensity of Brackett 
Gamma should be 18 x 10-7 wm·2ster·l, a factor of 2.6 (1.05 magnitudes) 
greater than measured. From Johnson's Trapezium reddening curve, this 
would then imply between eight and twelve magnitudes of visual redden-
ing . The question arises of whether it is valid to use the Trapezium 
reddening in this region. Johnson (Nebulae and Interstellar Matter, 
Vol. VII of Stars and Stellar Systems, 197, 1968) finds every star 
he has measured near this region to have essentially the same 
reddening law, so significant deviations are unlikely. 
If an absolute stellar visual magnitude of -5, corresponding to 
a late main sequence 0 star, is combined with a distance modulus of 
8.5 magnitudes, stars should be seen with a visual magnitude of 11.S 
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to 15.5. Inspection o f a good photograph of the region shows no 
stars at all with a detectable limit of about 18th magnitude. 
Admittedly, the derived visual reddening is somewhat uncertain, 
but it is an interesting exercise to examine the consequences if the 
discrepa ncy were real. In deriving the expected visual magnitude, 
the assumption has been made that the stars would show the same red-
dening as the nebula. As has been shown, for the Trape z ium this is 
only true if the dust i s in front of the nebula. The argument for 
the dust being in front of the nebula is essentially theoretical 
if there were considerable dust mixed with the gas, the ionizing 
radiation would not easily penetrate and the gas-dust coupl ing would 
provide r apid cooling. The detection of the Brackett Gamma line from 
this region is proof that the ionized gas does e x ist. On the other 
hand, mixing the dust with the gas would allow the stellar reddening 
to be as much as six magnitudes greater .than the nebular reddening 
in the visual, easily explaining the magnitude discrepancy. The 
choice of cloud positions appears to be balanced between two 
hypotheses, both of which have difficulties. Perhaps the cloud is 
partially mixed with the gas, and partially in front. 
----- -- ------
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D. Reddening of the Planetaries 
Since the two planetaries (IC 418 and NGC 7027) were measured 
on different telescopes, there exists a considerable difference in 
S/N. Accordingly, they will be treated separately. 
IC 418 was observed on the 60 inch and has such low S/N compared 
with the known small amount of reddening that there is little hope 
of adding any useful information to the reddening law. Instead, the 
known reddening will be used along with Balmer and Paschen line 
streng ths to predict the expected flux of Brackett Gamma. Since the 
line flux from IC 418 was some seven times fainter than the line 
flux from the faintest region measured in M 42, this method can 
provide a check on the accuracy of the M 42 spectra. 
Table 9 shows the reddened fluxes adopted for IC 418 and NGC 
7027 for H7 and P7 • The f luxes are taken from O'Dell (ApJ 138 , 1018, 
1963 and ApJ 135, 371, 1962). The H7 line is a blend with a NeIII 
line, so the flux was estimated by interpolation between adjoining 
Balmer lines free of blends. The value obtained is in agreement with 
\Jyse' s (ApJ .22., 356, 1942) estimate of the re la ti ve contribution of 
the two lines to the blend. 
The values of the Brackett Gamma flux predicted for IC 41 8 using 
the measured Balmer and Paschen fluxes, and the reddening curve g iven 
by Pipher and Terzian (ApJ 155, 475, 1969) and an electron tempera-
ture of 10,000°K are 2.2 x lo-14 wm-2 from H
7 
a nd 1.9 x lo-14 wm-2 
from P7 • This is in satisfactory agreement with t he measured flux of 
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TABLE 9 




Adopted Flux (W/M 2 ) 
Bal mer 7 
3.9 x 10- 14 




-14 -2 ~ 1.4 x 10 'Wtll ~0 . 6 from this experiment . If all the difference 
came from a flux loss in the spectrometer, then the worst data on 
M 42 would be good to 3% . This is a good check fo~ a bsolu te l osses, 
but not percentage losses (which were covared in Chapter III} . 
NGC 7027 vas observed on the 100 inch, so t he S/N is considerably 
better than for I C 418 . In addition, the reddening is seven times as 
large. Tho reddening at P7 and H7 was calculated from the value o f 
B7 observed in this experiment assuming an electron temperature o f 
10,000°K, and is shown in Figure 15. Also shown is O'Dell ' s (ApJ 138 , 
1018, 1963) curve derived by fitting a standard interstellar reddening 
curve as given by Seaton (Repts. on Prog . in Phy. 1], 313, 1960) to 
observed line ratios bet'\.--aen the Paschen and Balmer series . This 
experiment's points have been fitted t o O'Dell ' s curve at P7 • Wittii n 
the accuracy of the present experiment, there is no disagreement . 
While it is possible that all the extinction is interstellar , the 
10 micron measurem~nt of NGC 7027 by Gillet et al . (ApJL .!.!.:,2, 97, 1967) 
suggests dust sbsorption and reemission within the gas . The amount 
of absorption by dust within the nebula (again, scattering does not 
contribute to the intranebular extinction) can be approached in two 
ways. A.~ estimate can be made of the optical depth either by com-
paring the brightness temperature of the dust with its color tempera -
ture or by comparing the energy emitte~ by t he dust with the total 
energy emitted by the nebula . From t he paper by Gillet et al ., it 
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and that t he color temperature is 2S0°K. From Thompson et al . (ApJ 
-9 
148~ 429, 1967) the solid angle subtended is 2.7 x 10 ster . A 
value of 'Z"of 0.10 is obtained if the dust emissivity is taken as 
0.01 . 
From the paper by Gillet et al . , it may also be estimated that 
app~oximately half the nebular light is emitted by the dust ( if the 
ultraviolet leakage is small). Assuming that a third of the heating 
energy comes from the starlight directly , a value of '?:of 0.15 is 
obtained . These two results have required a number of simplifying 
assumptions, but they should at least be good t o an order of magni tude, 
s uffi c ient for the present argument. 
Essent!·ally, the conclusion is that despite the large dust 
emission, the ne bular contri but i on t o the extinction is small compared 
with the interstellar extincti on. Unl i ke the Orion Nebula, the dust 
properties of NGC 7027 can onl y be determi ned by infrared observati ons. 
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E. Helium Abundance in M 42 
From the ratios of the hydrogen and helium lines, it is possible 
to measure the abundance of helium relative to hydrogen. 
The method assumes that the ratio of the number densities of 
hydrogen and hel i um is equal to the ratio of the emission measures for 
hydrogen and helium, all other factors cancelling out in the intensity 
ratios. Since the emission measure is an average over the line of 
si ght, several uncertainties arise over this simplification. First, 
there is the question o f the relative radii of the Stromg ren spheres 
for the hydrogen and helium. Swihart (Thesis, University of Indiana, 
1952) has treated this problem in some depth. With reasonable 
assumptions for the temperature of the Trapezium stars (40,000°K) 
and for the ratio of the number densities of hydrogen to helium (10), 
M 42 falls well within the reg ion of Swihart's calculations where the 
radii are equal. Then if the gross regions of emission coincide, the 
emission measures can be said to represent averages over the 
same reg ions. Of course, because of density fluctuations, tempera-
ture variations, and reddening within the reg ions, even these aver-
a ges must be i nterpreted with some caution. 
Experimenta l evidence (also the results of this paper) suggest 
an error in Swihart's calculations. Johnson (ApJ 11 8 , 370, 1953) 
found that the ratio of He 5876 to Hp varies strong ly with 
distance from the Trapezium. This would indicate that sing ly ionized 
helium is becoming less abundant with increasing distance from the 
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Trapez i um; the logical assumption is not that the t otal abundance is 
changing, but that the hclitnn is becoming neutral. 
The abundances measured by various observers are shown in Table 
10, corrected to Mathis' bn values, and the values from the present 
data in Table 11. Also included in Table 11 is the t:1inimum abundance 
which could have been detected for doubly ionized helium. Since Mathi s 
(ApJ 126, 493, 1957) has sho~-m several planetaries with properties 
simila r to 'M 42 to have an He III abundance ratio of approximately 
O.OS, the non-detection is somewhat surprising and lends credence to 
the idea that the helium is not f u lly singly ionized . The non-detec-
tion is also in agreement with the radio limit shown. 
The present data gives a lower abundance · than has been generally 
obta i ned visually. Also, the abundance appears to decrease away from 
the Trapezium. De spite the supporting evidence from the radio lines, 
the lower abundance is probably not caused by the different depths in 
the nebula wh i ch are seen in the v i sual and infrared. It is likely 
that the theoret i c .'.?ll he l i um decremr->nt:~ ·wi, 11 require a more :::a fined , 
calculation before any of these methods ( infrared included) can be 
trusted. A g lance at Table 10 shows considerable differences from 
line to line, even for the same observer. 
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TABLE 10 
ABUNDANCE OF HELIUM IN M 42 (V ISUAL AND RADIO LINES) 
Measured Bl'. 
Wyse Tcheng and Johnson Math i s Al l er and 
From Line (1942) Dufay (1944) (1953) (195 7) Lil l e r ( 1959) 
10830 0.24 
5876 0.27 0.37 o. 18 0.28 
4471 0. 16 0 . 7l 0. 19 0. 12 
4026 o. 16 0.43 0. 16 o. 15 
Palmer et al . (ApJ 156, 887, 1969) 
He 109a, H 109CL NHe+/NH+ = 0.083±0 . 004 NHe++/NH+ ~ 0 . 003 
TAB LE 11 
ABUNDANCE OF HELIUM IN M 42 ( INFRARED LINES) 
Region 
50" North of Trap. 
Trapez i um 
50" South of Trap. 





*Meas ured f rom Al . 700µ 4d 3 D + 3p 3 P0 
** Attempted Meas uremen t \ 2.19 1µ He+ 10 -7 
$0.03 
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F. The Anomalous Sa te.ll i te Line l!l NGC 7027 
A faint line was observed near the Brackett Ga1TUT1a line on each 
of the two ni ghts of observing NGC 7027. The intensity and wavelength 
are given in Table 2. 
0 
The accuracy of the wavelength is about 20 A, 
so the line has tenta tively been identified as the 7d 1D-4p1PO 
transition of He!. Making this identification introduces a problem 
in that the helium abundance then appears anomalously high. This 
may be shown by a comparison with an Orion Nebula spectrum, or by 
direct calculation. 
The 2.1841" line was not seen in the Orion Nebula spectrum. From 
the minimum line intensity which could have been detected in M 42, 
it follows that the abundance of Hell relative to hydrogen is at · 
least five times higher in NGC 7027 than in M 42. That is, if the 
M 42 N He II/NH II ratio is 0.08 (see Section E), the implied ratio 
for NGC 7027 is 0.40 or greater. A direct calculation, assuming the 
population factor (bn) to be 0.2 g ives an abundance NHe II/NH II = 
0.49 -~ 0.15. 
The above determinations are to be compared with the value of 
the He abundance for NGC 7027 of 0.10 given by Osterbrock (Ann. Rev. 
1, 95, 1964). The difference is larger than mi ght be believed from 
experimental error, so it is concluded that either the line is mis-
identified, or some mechanism such as resonance fluorescence is 
acting , or Osterbrock's value is wrong. It should be pointed out 
that further infrared spectral observations outside the na rrow band 
covered by the present data mi ght help to resolve the first two of 
the above possibilities. 
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G. The Brackett ~ 10-14 in M 42 
Figures 16-18 show the observed intensities of the Brackett lines 
(corrected for reddening by the nebular reddening curve derived in 
Section C) at several positions in the nebula. Also shown are the 
intensities expected at 10,000°K and 6,0000K if the emission measure 
were fitted to the B7 point. Note that the expression for the 
intensity (Equation 11) has two independent parameters - the emission 
measure and the electron temperature. Clearly, a single line may be 
fit in an infinity of ways. The emission measure may be eliminated 
if only ratios of line strengths are considered. This is essen-
tially what has been done here by adjusting the value of the 
emission measure to fit the B7 point. The Brackett decrement (here 
meaning line ratio to B7) is clearly not a sensitive function of 
temperature. Thus, even a set of lines can be fit with a large 
spread of values of emission measure and electron temperature . In-
stead of trying to determine the parameters with these data, it makes 
more sense to use the fact that the decrement is independent of the 
emission measure and insensitive to the temperature in order to check 
other asswnptions. The reasonable agreement between the observed and 
predicted decrement is an indication that the reddening correction is 
not f a r wrong and also that the overall observation-theo.ry descrip-
tion is a good one. Other than these qualitative comparisons, the 
hi gher order Brackett lines are not accurately enough observed to 
test theoretical predictions. They will, however, be used in Chap-
ter IV to demonstrate an excess continuwn in the 1.6 micron band, an 
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--- Predicted for 6000°K 
Em = 3.05 x 10 6 
10 
Predicted for l0 ,000° K 
Em = 5. l 4 x l 0 6 
Meas ured Intens ity 
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A determination of the electron temperature and emission measure 
can be made by canparison of the Brackett Gamma line with radio 
measurements of the free-free continuum. 
At the higher radio frequencies, Equation 13 becomes 
I RA1110:: E,,.., • 'I. 7 3 X /0 - :i I ( /7. 6 S - Jh,, >' 4- f Jh., Teo) _ , -• _, (1 8) ff T. ,1.,_ ER.<J5~c C,., HJ frE.,._- 1 
e. 
D y has been set equal to 1 since self absorption and dust absorption 
and emission should be negli gible. This will be demonstrated later. 
The radio Gaunt factor has been adopted from Oster (R M P ].1, no. 4, 
525, 1961) 
(19) 
the number densities of heli\.llll have been assumed to be NHe II/NH II 
= 0.10 and NHe III/NH II = 0.03. These enter into Equation 13 both in 
the nuclear charge dependence of the Gaunt factor, and in the electron 
to proton ratio of the gas. 
For the Brackett Gamma line, Equation 11, corrected for helium 
blends, with the same assumed He number densities as above, becomes 
-J 3"2.'2.0 
e-=;=;;- E,qG )Ec.-'crn-:i.>re:~-I -: J. :t7 XIO 
where the reddening has not been included. Tak ing the ratio and 
i gnoring possible differences in Em between the two types of data, 
the density factor cancels and only a temperature dependence remains 
(at a given radio f requency) 
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(21 ) H _, 
d 
To get the radio continuum, we refer to the paper by Schraml and 
Mezger (ApJ 156, 269, 1969). From the contour map given, the 
average brightness temperature at each of the six regions observed 
in Brackett Gamma has been converted to intensity by means of 
Equation 22 and is given in Table 12. 
(22) = 
-13 = 7 . '). ~ x I 0 Tfi 
The emission measure and electron temperatures which follow from 
an iterative solution of Equation 21 are given in Table 13. 
Several very interesting features appear, some contrary to 
externally detennined parameters of the nebula. \lhile comparisons 
with outside data will be reserved for the next three sections, it 
is worthwhile at this time to point out the more important inferences 
to be dra>m from Table 13. 
The temperature calculated for the Dark Bay is clearly too hi gh. 
No reddening correction has been applied to this datum, so it is shown 
separated f rom the rest of the data, which were calculated with B7 
corrected by 103 for r e ddening . As was discussed in Se ction C, the 
temperature can be made reasonable if a reddening correction of a 
factor of 2.6 is applied. 
Looking at the data for the more visible regions, an average 
electron temperature of 8000°1< is obtained. The individual points 
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TABLE 12 
ADOPTED RADIO INTENSITIES (15.375 gHz) 
Region Tb ( o K) Iv (Erg Sec-
1 Cm- 2 Hz- 1 Ster- 1 ) 
1 ) Dark Bay 26 1. 89 x 1 o- l 5 
2) 135" NOT 12.2 o.886 
3) 50" NOT 30.0 2. 18 
4) Trapezium 32.0 2.32 
5) 50" SOT 28.5 2.07 
6) 135" SOT 13.9 1.01 
TABLE 13 
DERIVED TEMPERATURES AND EMISSION MEASURES 
Region Te ( o K) Em (cm- 6 Pc.) x 10-6 
1 ) Dark Bay 6100 34,800±5400 3.7±0.2 
2) 1 35" NOT 2300 9,200±1900 I. l ±0 . 1 
3) 50" NOT 2~00 10,700±2 00 2.9±0.2 
4) Trapezium 5 200+ 1100 ' - 800 
2 4+0.2 • -0 . 1 
5) 50'' SOT 1800 2 4+0.2 7,200±1400 • -o. 1 
6) 135" SOT 1900 7,800±1500 1. 2±0. l 
Avg. Te 8,000 
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show a large spread which is not random around this average. The 
effect is of an increase in temperature with greater distance from 
the center of the nebula. To explain this by reddening would 
require the reddening to increase away from the center of the 
nebula, an unlikely possibility, and would also require a change in 
the 2 micron reddening amounting to nearly a factor of two in intensity, 
also unlikely. Mendez (Bol. de Los Obs. Ton. y Tac. 28, 91, 1967) 
finds a reddening which decreases away from the center of the 
nebula. 
The region 50" north of the Trapezium shows a considerable amount 
of dust emission in the infrared (Ney and Allen ApJL 155, 193, 1969) 
so it is possible that a very slight (103) increase in the two micron 
reddening in this region would apply. This correction would then 
bring the calculated temperature in this region down to about 9800°K. 
The change is hardly significant, considering the errors. 
The emission measure at the Trapezium is 2.4 x 106 pc cm-6 and 
shows a slight decrease with greater distance from the center of the 
nebula. 
One possible explanation for the decrease in temperature to the 
center is that the spatial resolution of the radio data is weighting 
the regions differently. Accordingly, the regions of this investiga-
tion were degraded by adding together to get about the same spatial 
resolution (2') as the radio data. The results are shown in Tables 
14 and 15. The same decrease to the center is seen, but it is now 
barely significant. An average electron temperature of 8400"1< is 
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TABLE 14 
ADOPTED RADIO INTENSITIES (15.375 gHz) 
CORRESPONDING TO COMBINED INFRARED REGIONS 
Region Tb ( o K) Iv (Erg Sec- 1 Cm- 2 Hz- 1 Ster- 1 ) 
2+3 24.5 l. 78 x l 0- 1 5 
3+4 31.0 2.25 
4+5 31. 0 2.25 
5+6 22.5 1.63 
TABLE 15 
DERIVED TEMPERATURES AND EMISSION MEASURES 
FOR COMBINED INFRARED REGIONS 
Region Te ( o K) Em (Cm- 6 Pc.) x 10-s 
2+3 2200 2 5+0· 1 12,600±1800 • - 0.2 
3+4 1200 6,900±1000 2.6±0. l 
4+5 6 100+ 1100 , - 900 2.5±0. 1 
5+6 1400 8,000±1200 2.0±0. 1 
Avg. Te 8,400 
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obtained. 
The calculation of the electron temperatures by this method is 
rather sensitive to errors in absolute intensities in either the 
radio or infrared data. A non-quantitative argwnent exists, however, 
which demonstrates the temperature decrease to the center of the 
nebula and which is independent of absolute calibrations and 
insensitive to different spatial resolution. The argument is based 
on a comparison of the half-po-wer points of the radio and infrared 
data along a north-south line. The radio FWHM from Schraml and 
Mezger (ApJ 156, 269, 1969) is 244 arc seconds and the F\THM in 
Brackett Gamma from this investigation is 130 arc seconds. Correc-
tions for the beam widths bring these down to 210 arc seconds and 120 
arc seconds for the radio and infrared measurements respectively. 
The most reasonable explanation for this disagreement is a tempera-
ture increasing outward from the Trapezitnn. 
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I. Comparison of Average Temperatures for Ionized Regions of M 42 
The average of the temperatures from Table 15 is 8400°1<. 
Although the spread in determining this number is large, it is still 
interesting to compare it with other determinations. A summary of 
characteristic determinations of the electron temperature from a 
number of different optical and radio observations is given in 
Table 16. Quoted statistical errors generally are in the range 
800°K to 1S00°K and are not included since systematic errors are 
clearly more important. 
For this discussion, it should be remembered that all methods 
of determining electron temperature now used are sensitive to the 
calculation parameters. That is, changes of 1000°K or more in cal-
culated values can be caused by errors of 103 in the data or in the 
theoretical predictions. ~ith an acceptance window of about 2000°K, 
the data in Table 16 can be divided into four broad classes of 
temperatures centered at 3000°K, 7000°K, 9000°K, and ll,000°K. The 
full range is outside of experimental error, and probably reflects 
theoretical difficulties, oversimplified models, incorrect assumptions, 
etc. 
Discussing first the low temperature values, the 1200°K deter-
mination by Kaler appears to have good data. The reddening, however, 
was determined by the method of fitting Paschen-Balmer line ratios 
to a standard interstellar reddening curve, and this is a possible 
source of the unreasonable temperature. Johnson (Nebulae & Interstellar 
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TABLE 16 


















Hydrogen 109a. Line 
Balmer Jump/HS 
Free-Free Tb at 
408 MHz 
0 I I I Line Ratios 
Brackett y/Radio Cont. 
( 15 GHz) 
0 I I I Line Ratios 
0 I I I Line Ratios 
9,300°K 0 I I & N I I Lines/Ha. 
9,700°K Line Widths - 0 I I, 
0 I I I, H 
ll,000°K Free-Free Continuum 
Shape (Radio) 
Reference 
Kaler (ApL _)_, 227, 1968) 
Terzian et al. 
(ApL _)_, 153, 1968) 
Lee (ApLJ_, 225, 1968) 
Mezger and Ellis (ApLJ_, 159, 1968) 
Peimbert (ApJ 150, 825, 1967) 
Mills and Shaver 
(Aust. J. Phys. 21, 95, 1968) 
Corrected by Shaver 
(MNRAS 142, 273, 1969) 
Peimbert, Priv. Comm. to Terzian et al. 
(ApL J_, 153, 1968) 
Hilgeman (Ph.D. Thesis, Cal. Tech., 
1970) 
O'Dell (ApJ 143, 168, 1965) 
{
Kaler (ApJ 143, 722, 1966) 
Peimbert (ApJ 150, 825, 1967) 
Pottash (Vistas in Ast . .§_, 149, 1965) 
Munch (RMP 12_, 1035, 1958) 
Hjellming and Churchwell 
(ApL - ·To Be Published) 
[continued on next page] 
Te Method 
11 ,000°K 0 11 to N 
Ratios 
13,000°K 0 II to N 
Ratios 
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Peimbert, Priv. Comm . to Terzian et al. 
Apl .!_, 153, 1968) 
Peimbert (ApJ 150, 825, 1967) 
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Matter, Vol. VII of Stars &. Stellar Systems, p. 167, 1968) has shown 
that the reddening in .the Orion Nebul a has a differ ent wavelength 
dependence than the standard interstellar reddening . The difference 
is such that if Kaler had used the correct reddening function, he 
would have go tten somewhat lower values for the hi gh-n intensities 
and a considerably higher temperature. A rough estimate suggests 
the corrected tempera ture should lie between 5000°K and 10 ,OOOOK. 
It should be pointed out that even with this mod ification, the 
data suffer from a difficulty common to all the visual data. That 
is, because of the dust , visually derived parameters must necessarily 
be heavily weighted to the near side of the nebula and probably are 
representative only of the. outer regions on the near side. Since 
the electron temperature is a function of distance from the Trapezitnn, 
visual temperature determinations which involve diffe r ent character-
istic ·wavelengths (and thus different depths of penetration of the 
dust) will show different temperatures even if done correctly. 
The 3000°K determination by Terzian is based on the observed 
turndo>m in the radio spectrum at frequencies where the nebula be-
comes optically thick. Because the radio observations were made 
with various spatial resolutions which were generally large compared 
with the size of the nebula, the theoretical predictions depe nd not 
only on temperature, but also on a model for the emission measure 
as a function of distance from the TrapeziQ~. This model is highly 
uncertain, as can be seen by comparing the temper a ture of 11,000°K, 
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which Hjellming gets from a different model, using the same data. 
Until more is understood about the details of the nebular structure, 
this method of determining the electron temperature must be con-
sidered unreliable. 
The temperatures of 4700°1< by Lee and 6800°K by Peimbert are 
obtained by comparing the energy in the Balmer Discontinuity with 
that in H (3. Aside from certain difficulties such as the differential 
reddening and the estimation of the Balmer Continuum, the data may 
represent a real temperature. That is, the extinction is quite large 
at the wavelength of the Balmer Discontinuity, so only the very outer 
regions of the nebula are seen. 
The measurement of 8000°K by Mills and Shaver uses the fact that 
at low radio frequencies the nebula is "optically thick." That is, 
the antenna brightness temperature Tb is identical with the nebular 
electron temperature Te• It is not felt that the value obtained is 
in serious disagreement with higher temperatures. This is because 
the high "optical thickness" precludes seeing the center of the 
nebula. 
The temperature of 6800°K by Mezger and Ellis is typical of 
many determined from the ratio of high level hydrogen lines to the 
continuum. When properly done, non-LTE calculations imply a maser 
effect in the radio lines. The data under discussion did not take 
this effect into account. As will be shown later, the more compre-
hensive theory gives a temperature of approximately ll,000°K. Note 
that this method and the infrared line to radio continuum method used 
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in the previous section are the only methods which can hope to 
determine the temperature near the center of the nebula since it is 
only in the wavelength range from 2 microns to 30 cm. that the nebula 
is transparent. 
The 0 III line ratio measurements by many authors range from 
8300°K to 9300°K. These are probably fairly reliable determinations 
despite the difficulty involved in calculating forbidden line upper 
level populations. Note that the wavelengths are longer than for 
other visual data which have been discussed, thus permitting a deeper 
penetration into the nebula and explaining a higher temperature. 
Note also that the lines are close enough in wavelength that the 
differential reddening is small. 
The temperature of 9300°1< obtained by Pottash by taking the 
ratios of forbidden oxygen and nitrogen lines to H~ is probably 
very inaccurate. Theoretical uncertainties in the line ratios and 
experimental uncertainties in the reddening make this determination 
unreliable. It is probably only fortuitous that it is near a 
believable temperature. 
For the same reasons that the 0 III line ratio temperatures 
are acceptable, the measurement by Munch of 9700°K using 0 III and 
H ~ line widths should also be. There is a possibility that the 
value may be a bit high because of a weighting toward regions of 
higher temperatures. 
The temperatures of ll,000°K and 13,000°1< which Peimbert obtains 
from the ratio of 0 II lines to N II lines are probably rather un-
certain. The theoretical forbidden line strengths are less certain 
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than those of hydrogen, and these particular lines have large 
differential reddening corrections. 
Hjellming and Churchwell's temperature of 11,000°K represents 
a three parameter (Te, Ne, Em) fit to all existing radio line data 
using a revised non-LTE calculation first proposed by Goldberg 
(ApJ 144, 1225, 1966). The fit is excellent. The question arises 
whether this temperature is significantly different from the infrared 
determination of the previous section. The errors involved in repre-
senting the Orion Nebula emission by a delta function centered at 
the Trapezium are hard to estimate but five percent is probably not 
unreasonable. The helium contribution to the free-free continuum 
prediction could also be off by five percent. It is also not known 
what the effect of a distribution of temperature across the nebula 
instead of a single temperature would have on the fit to the data. 
A sample set of predictions of the non-LTE theory (Hjellming et 
al. ApL 1, 111, 1969) can be used to estimate the effect of an error 
in the predictions on the temperature. If the predicted continuum 
were underestimated by 103, the best fit temperature would drop to 
around 9000°K. This is only a crude estimate, but should be adequate 
to show that the possible errors are large. The disagreement with 
the infrared data is probably not si gnifi.cant. Note that uncompensa-
ted reddening of the infrared lines would make the infrared line 
estimated temperature appear too h igh, not too low. 
In stmlI!lary, measurements of electron temperature and the inter-
pretation of the measurements is a non-trivial task. Visual and 
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long wavelength radio measurements do not penetrate the entire 
nebula and the temperatures from them must be regarded as character-
istic only of the nearer regions. Of the two methods which do 
penetrate the nebula, each has its disadvantages. The radio line 
to radio continuum ratio method requires complicated non-LTE cal-
culations, a three parameter representation, and is incapable of 
accounting for temperature variations across the nebula in any 
simple way. The infrared line to radio continuwn ratio method 
involves measurements at different wavelengths and different spatial 
resolutions. Nevertheless, these two methods give reasonably close 
agreement. It is hoped that the addition of the infrared temperature 
to the published data will help to resol~e the current high tempera-
ture-low temperature controversy. 
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J. Cornpari son of Temoer ature Variations 
None of the methods of calculating electron temperatures permit 
an accurate determination. It might be expected, however, that the 
relative values of the temperature at different distances from the 
Trapezi~~ would be in a greement. This is not the case . As a rough 
orientation to what is to follow) theoretical energy balance con-
siderations predict an e lectr on temperature which increases outward 
to the edge of the ionized region the n fall s off. Experimental data 
to date have indicated either a flat temperature distribution or one 
which decreases outward . The res ults of this e xper i ment a gree with 
the theoretical predictions, and, at first glance, appear to disagree 
with all previous exper imental r esults. Cl early some disoussion is 
in order. This section, then, consists of a review (with comme nts) 
of the theoretica l predictions and outside experimental results. 
Hjellming (ApJ 143, 420, 1966) has given a dynamical model which 
predicts a temperature rise away from the center. The basic physical 
reason is that the ioni zation cross section is higher for lower enegy 
photons. Thus, the lower energy photons are cap tured pre feren tially 
closer to the source, and the hi ghe r energy photons are captured 
preferentially further from the source . Unfortunate ly, Hjellming's 
model is for a uniform density H II reg ion, so it is not certain 
that his conclusions can be applied to the Orion Nebula. One conse-
quence, though, of adopting a temperature rise going away from the 
Trapezium is that the calculated emission measure (and thus the 
.-
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electron density does not decrease strongly with distance. Thus, 
as we shall see later, there is a possibility that the average density 
over large volumes is constant, at least in the Huygenean region. 
While there are theoretical r easons for the decrease to the center, 
experimental radio data to date have indicated an incr~ase to the center 
or no change . Mezger and Ellis (ApL J. , 159, 1968), with a 6 1 half 
power beam width at 5 gHz, show a t emperature 6800°K constant to 
+ _200°K going south at least 4' from the Trapez ium. Going north, there 
is a decre.ase fol lowed by an increase and another decrease , but the 
. ~?ggo 
temperature can be said to be constant at 6800~B K. They claim their 
data show a constant plateau of 6800°K with a shell-like structure 
of hi gher temperature around it. My data fall in the region of 
their "plateau." 
Gordon and Meeks (ApJ 152, 417, 1968)_>with a 2~ ' half power beam 
width at 7.8 gHz,get the following values: 
(1) Trapezium 
(2) 3' N. of Trap. 
(3) 2~ 'S. of Trap. 
6610 !4o0°K 
4060 '!°330°K 
4 730 !380°K 
that is, a decrease away from the Trapezium. 
Mills and Shaver (Aust. J. Phys. 11, 95, 1968), with a 3' half 
power beam width at 408 MHz., obtain a contour map in temperature 
which shows a decrease away from the Trapezium. The full width at 
half maximum is 370 arc seconds in the north-south direction corrected 
for the beam width. It is interesting to compare this number with the 
values obtained in Section H from the high frequency radio measurement 
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and the infrared line measurement. The much larger width of this 
measurement is probably because the large "optical depth" at this 
frequency does not permit seeing deep into the nebula. 
It should be noted that the half power beam width of these radio 
observations is of the order of the size of the region of the in-
creasing Te suggested by the infrared data. Thus, a possible ex-
planation of the discrepancy is that the radio beams smooth over the 
small region near the center where the temperature is increasing out-
ward and emphasize regions at greater distance from the center where 
the temperature is decreasing outward. Dieter (ApJ 150, 435, 1969) 
has made the point that the half power beam width can be different 
for the line and continuum if the electrontemperature is changing 
within the beam width. Thus, there could be systematic errors in 
the radio data outside of the statistical ones quoted. 
Experimental visual data on temperature variations is rather 
sparse and also inconclusive. Because of the large absorption, the 
temperatures are indicative only of the regions of the nebula nearest 
the sun. Dombrovsky (Puhl. Leningrad Astr. Obs. 11, 166, 1950) finds 
cont/H8 increases away from the Trapezium. Gurzadin (Ann of 
Burakan Obs. ]2, 3, 1955) finds cont/H~ -decreases away from the 
Trapezium. Pottash (Vistas in Astr. ~' .149, 1965) has analyzed data 
by Osterbrock & Flather (ApJ ill, 26, 1959) on forbidden oxygen 
transitions and has obtained the following temperature values: 
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He cautions, however, that the result will be affected by possible 
errors in the collision cross section or the O/H ratio. Increasing 
O/H by a factor of 2 would decrease the temperature gradient by 403. 
Reitmeyer (ApJ 141, 1331, 1965) shows a temperature decreasing 
away from the Trapezium. The work is of poor spatial resolution and 
contains calibration errors. 
In general, the visual data may be said to agree with the results 
of Mills and Shaver at 408 MHz. That is, on the near side of the 
nebula, the temperature shows a decrease at greater distances from 
the Trapezil.lll1. This is not in contradiction with the infrared model. 
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K. Comparison of Electron Density 
At present, there exist two independent methods of determining 
the electron density: the ratios of some forbidden lines are rela-
tively independent of temperature, but still are density dependent; 
the strength of the hydrogen lines are dependent on the square of 
the average electron density, as given in Equations 1 and 11. 
To obtain the electron densities from the emission measures, it 
was necessary to first remove a factor of depth in line of sight. 
The only way this could be obtained while still preserving the 
independence of the forbidden line data was to assume that the cir-
cular symmetry shown in radio maps projected into a spherical symmetry 
in three dimensions. From the measurements of Schraml and Mezger 
(ApJ 156, 269, 1969), the half power neb.ular widths in different 
directions range from 2.6' to 3.5'. Thus the expected error in the 
depth scale from nonsynunetry is of the order of 303. The defined 
radius of the emitting region is then fixed by the physical informa-
tion desired. In this case, it was desi~ed to select a radius which 
would be large enough to include most of the flux from the nebula 
(approximately 703), yet not be so large as to include the extended 
low electron density cloud which seems to surround the core region. 
From the discussion of Schraml and Mezger, the contour interval at 
103 of maximum on their map was selected .as satisfying this criterion, 
and a radius of the central region of 4' (o.58 pc) was used. N
0 
was 
then calculated from 
(23) ~Ne = 
100 
where Em represents the emission measure (cm-6 pc), RN is 0.58 pc, 
and R is the radius at which the emission measure was obtained. 
The available data are swnmarized in Figure 19. The most 
striking feature initially is that the forbidden lines give a density 
an order of magnitude higher than the hydrogen lines. To make the 
determinations agree, the nebula would have to be a thin sheet, 
1/100 thick as it is wide. This is not a likely possibility. An 
alternative, already discussed by Osterbrock and Flather (ApJ 129, 
26, 1959), is that the nebula has large density fluctuations. This 
is in agreement with the observation by \l'i Ison et al. (ApJ Suppl. IV, 
159, 1959) that large, randomly oriented velocity gradients exist in 
the nebula. 
In comparing the emission measures .from this paper with that 
of Mendez (Bol. de Los Obs. Ton. y Tac. ·t!., No. 28, 91, 1967), the 
same value of R (0.58 pc) has been assumed in Fi gure 19. The major 
differences can be ascribed to the different methods of data reduction. 
Statistical errors are small, of the order of .02 in the logarithm, 
and systematic errors are not likely to affect the relative curve 
shapes. Mendez had no high resolution radio data, so he assumed a 
uniform electron temperature of 10,000°K. The curve from this 
paper would agree in slope with Mendez' if a uniform temperature had 
been assumed, and Mendez' curve would agree in slope with the curve 
from this paper if he had determined temperatures from the radio data. 
The flatter density distribution is to be preferred, since its basis 
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The difference in absolute units near the Trapezium can be 
explained by considering that Mendez' emission measures were not 
corrected for reddening, since he used them to derive the reddening. 
A comparison between the infrared determined density distribution 
and that from the forbidden lines would indicate that the inhomo-
geneities decrease outward for at least the first 2' from the 
Trapezium. Mendez claims his data show the inhomogeneities increase 
outward. Since either case could be explained by conditions existing 
before the formation of the Trapezium stars, little can be said as to 
which is more likely from the physical standpoint. Radio line widths 
(Gordon and Meeks ApJ .121, 417, 1968) suggest that turbulence increases 
away from the Trapeziurn, but the data are taken over a larger region 
than is covered here. 
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L. Te and Ne in Planetaries 
The Brackett Gamma line measurements of NGC 7027 and IC 418 per-
mit a determination of the electron temperature and emission measure 
by a method similar to that used in Section H. For the radio flux, 
values measured by Ehman (Priv. Corn. to Terzian, "Planetary Nebulae" 
IAU Symp. No. 34, p. 87, 1967) at 8 gHz were used. Table 17 lists 
the object, asslD!led angular radius, the radio flux, the Brackett 
Gamma flux corrected for reddening, the derived temperatures, the 
derived emission measures, and the derived electron densities. The 
emission measures depend on the asswned angular diameters and are 
thus somewhat difficult to interpret in terms of real electron den-
sities. For IC 418, the angular radius is assumed to be as given by 
Wilson and Aller (ApJ 114, 421, 1951). For NGC 7027, the angular 
radius of 7.1" is from O'Dell (ApJ 135, 371, 1962) and that of 6.0" 
is from Thompson et al. (ApJ 148, 429, 1967). Note that the derived 
temperatures and emission measures are higher than for the Orion 
Nebula (Table 12), although IC 418 is not as different as NGC 7027. 
To obtain the electron densities, it was necessary to asswne distances 
to the nebulae. O'Dell (ApJ 135, 371, 1962) obtains values of 1900 pc. 
for IC 41 8 and 1800 pc for NGC 7027 from the flux in H ~ and the 
angular diameter. 
The distances to the nebulae were combined with the angular radii 
to give physical radii. Average depths-in-line-of-sight of ../2 times 
the physical radii were then combined with the emission measures to 
obtain the electron densities. The error is primarily in the unknown 
distances to the nebulae, probably good to about 503. 
TABLE 17 
DERIVED ELECTRON TEMPERATURE AND DENSITY FOR PLAN ETARY NEBULAE 
Flux 
Assumed (W W 2 Hz- 1 ) Flux (W W 2 ) 
Object Radius 8.0 GHz B1 Te ( ° K) Em (cm- 6 Pc) Ne (cm- 3 ) 
IC 418 6.211 1.75xl0-26 1. 45 x 10-l'+ 11 '400± 7200 7.6 x 10 6 ±1· 4 3. 1 x 10 3 
4600 1. 1 
NGC 7027 6. 011 6.20 3.38 +3100 




NGC 7027 7. l 11 6.20 3,38 +3100 20,300-2800 25.0 x 10 6±: :~ 5,3 x 10 3 
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M. Comparison .2f !e. !.!1£li~ f2!: Planetarics 
Because the planetaries are harder to measure, there has been 
less vork done on determining their electron temperatures and densi-
ties than for the Orton Nebula. An examination of the few outside 
determinations which do exist is still ~or.thwhile, however. Tl'rese 
are summarized in Tables 18, for Te, and 19, for Ne• 
Comparing Table 19 first with Table 16 for the Orton Nebula, it 
is seen that (1) the temperatures are generally similar for similar 
methods for IC 418 and generally higher for similar methods for NGC 
7027; and (2) the various methods for a g~ven nebula produce the 
same relative high or low temperatures. ,Point (1) is in agreement 
with the relative temperatures measured for the Orlon Nebula and the 
two planetaries by the infrared line plus radio continuum method. Point 
(2) suggests that the differences in the values obtained are caused 
either by incomplete theoretical treatment, or by temperature fluctu• 
atlons 'Which are weighted differently by the different methods. It 
is not likely that errors in data ~uld throw all three points off 
in the same direction for a given determination. The 
analysis of the relative merits of the various methods of temperature 
determination h&s been discussed in Section I and will not be repeated 
here. 
Turning to Table 19 and comparing it with Flgurel9 and Table 17, 
it ts seen that for the planetaries the electron density determined 
by the 0 II lines ls ln generally good agreement with that determined 
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TABLE 18 
SUMMARY OF OTHER DETERMINATIONS OF Te FOR PLANETARIES 
Nebula 













(High n Lines) 
Reference 
Kaler (ApL .!_, 227, 1968) 
Balmer Cont./HS Lee (ApL .l_, 225, 1968) 
Free-Free Continuum Thompson (ApL .l_, 25, 1967) 
Shape (Radio) 
0 I I I Line Ratios Schmitter and Millis 
(ApJ 149, 721, 1967) 
0 I I I Line Ratios Kaler (ApJ 14 3 , 722, 1966) 
Free-Free TB LeMarne and Shaver 
At 408 MHz (Proc. ASA..!_ (5), 216, 1969) 
Balmer Decrement 
(High n Lines) 
Ba 1 mer Cont. /Hs 
0 I I I Line Ratios 
0 I I & N I I Line } 
Ratios 
0 I I I Line Ratios 
Kaler (ApL ..!_, 227, 1968) 
Lee (ApL .l_, 225, 1968) 
Kaler (ApJ 143, 722, 1966) 
Seaton 
(Repts. on Progr. Phys. 
Q, 313' 1960) 
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TABLE 19 
SUMMARY OF OTHER DETERMINATIONS OF Ne OR Em FOR PLANETARIES 
Nebula 
IC 418 4.2 x 10 4 
2.1x10 4 
NGC 7027 6.6 x 10 3 
2 
* Em, not Ne 
Source 
0 I I Lines 
Emission Measure 





Kaler (ApJ 143, 722, 1966) 
Aller (11 Landol t-Bornstein 
Tables, Zahlenwerte Und 
Funktionen, Band: Astr. U. 
Astrophysik11 Springer-
Verlag, 1965) 
Kaler (ApJ 143, 722, 1966) 
A l l e r ( 1 oc. c i t . ) 
Seaton, (Repts. on Prog. 
Phys. Q, 313, 1960) 
Terzian (Planetary Nebula 
IAU Symposium No. 34, 
p. 87, 1967) 
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by the emission measure, unlike the Orion Nebula. This would suggest 
that contrary to the visual appearance, density fluctuations are not 
as severe in the planetaries. 
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IV. CONTINUUM ANALYSIS OF M 42 
A. Chapter Introduction 
The preceding chapter, treating the line analysis, involved 
'relatively straight-forward theoretical considerations. This was 
primarily because it could be assumed that the emission of a given 
line was produced entirely by a single atomic species and by a 
single mechanism. This is not the case in this chapter. Among the 
sources which could contribute to the continuum, and which must be 
examined, are (1) unresolved infrared stars; (2) helium free-free, 
bound-free, and 2 quantum radiation; (3) hydrogen free-free, bound-
free, and 2 quantum radiation; (4) H- radiation; (5) dust thermal 
emission; (6) dust scattering of starlight; (7) electron scattering 
of starlight; and (8) ~ynchrotron emission. 
To unravel the relative importance of these various sources is 
not a simple process. The approach which has been t a ken has been 
to compare data on the spatial and frequency variations of the radi-
ation intensity with theoretical predictions. Despite the hazards 
of such an approach, it is felt that a reasonable model of the 
physics of the nebula has been obtained. Thus, while the previous 
chapter stressed the physical conditions which could be determined, 
the present chapter stresses the physical processes which can be 
determined. 
The continuum data to be used is drawn from the spectroscopy 
results of Table 2 (both the equivalent width and the continuum are 
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used) and from the photometry results of Table 5. As will be recalled, 
the photometry data at different positions averaged to give regions 
roughly comparable to the three inner regions of the spectroscopy. 
Since the continuum data of Tables 2 and 5 have been reduced indepen-
dently, a comparison is worthwhile. To first order, the numbers 
should agree, and they do. The slight differences may be explained 
by an incomplete agreement in the area represented and also by the 
inclusion of the line flux in the photometry data. 
Synchrotron radiation and unresolved infrared stars are initially 
eliminated as possible sources of the continuum. The next step is 
to show that the hydrogen and helium recombination radiation does 
not fully account for the infrared radiation. The excess may con-
veniently be divided into long wavelength infrared and short wave-
length infrared at two microns. The long waveleng th infrared excess 
can be shown to be dominated heavily by dust emission and, this is 
used to derive some properties of the dust. 
Also of interest is the short wavelength infrared excess which 
is reported here for the first time. Dust emission can be ruled out, 
as can H- emission. This leaves a choice of (1) some previously un-
known mechanism, (2) dust scattering , or (3) electron scattering. 
The best choice is scattering by the dust. 
The thesis would be incomplete without some discussion of the 
infrared nebula north of the Trapezium, so this is included as the 
final topic of the chapter. 
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B. Synchrotron Emission £!: Infrared Stars? 
The basic argument against synchrotron emission is that the 
radio spectrum is well accounted for by other means. A comparison 
of H °' line intensities and the radio flux by Pottash (Vistas in 
Astr. ~' 149, 1965) shows agreement with a thermal spectrum to 23. 
It is not considered likely that the synchrotron process could 
operate in the infrared without being detectable at other wavelengths. 
Unresolved infrared stars could provide a background of virtually 
arbitrary spectral shape. The argument used against them thus cannot 
depend only upon the spectral distribution. The spatial distribution, 
however, does provide a fairly plausible argument. The essential 
argument is that lack of large intensity fluctuations in high reso-
lution spatial scans provides an upper limit to the infrared star 
density which is too large to be realistic. 
A series of spatial scans in the 2.2 /"" band were taken on the 
60 inch telescope at Mount Wilson ofi the night of 22 Jan 1968 with 
a 12" diameter aperture. Figure 20 shows one of these East-West scans, 
taken 20" south of ORS-1, that is, approximately midway in declination 
between ORS-1 and the Trapezium stars. The peak to the left of center 
is a star. The noise is of the order 2.5 x l0- 19 wrn- 2 Hz-l Ster-1. 
From the lack of fluctuation in the traces, a minimum of at least 
two stars per bearnwidth would have been necessary to produce the 
observed flux. If a depth-in-line-of-sight of 0.33 pc, corresponding 
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star density would be of the order of 104 stars/pc3 • This is greater 
by an order of magnitude near the Trapezium (Johnson, H. M., Pub AsP 
73, 147, 1961). 
From the supposed density of these infrared stars, t he observed 
flux, and the distance ·to the Nebula, a very rough luminosity and 
color can be derived. Since the spectrum of the excess appears flat, 
the hypothetical stars will be assumed to be at a tempera ture 
around 1300°K. From the observed flux and the assumption of two 
stars per beamwidth it is then possible to calculate that the luminos-
ity would have to be about 1027 wm-2 or three solar luminosities. 
Even with the large errors, these hypothetical infrared stars would 
fall in the "protostar" region of the H-R diagram, more than doubling 
the number of such stars now known or suspected. 
While neither the star density nor color-luminosity arguments 
is totally convincing, it is felt that they cast enough suspicion 
on the infrared star hypothesis to make its acceptance at this time 
unlikely. It should be pointed out that the question could be de-
cided on larger telescopes in that either the limits would be stretched 
to total implausibility, or infrared stars would be found. 
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C. Infrare d Excess Emission in M 42 
As can be seen from the preceding chapter, recombination radia-
tion is well enough understood that it can be used to derive some of 
the physical properties of the nebula. Hydrogen and helium recombina-
tion can thus here be regarded as established contributions, and sub-
tracted from the continuum total. 
Unlike the visual and radio regions, the infrared reg ions of 
the spectrum contain important contributions from all three of the 
recombination continuum mechanisma. As a sample of the type of 
output which was used to obtain the excess continuum, Figure 21 
shows the predicted continuum spectrum and the various contributions 
for 0.16 ~ ~ -l ~ 1.25 (microns•l) at an electron temperature 
of 9,000°K and assuming NHe II/NH II = 0.10, NHe III/NH/ II ;:Q.03. 
The emission measure and reddening factors have been left out as 
in Table 7. As a check, the values of the various contributions 
calculated for 10,0000K were compared with Seaton's (Rept. on 
Prog. Phys. 23, 313, 1960) predicted values. At wavelengths where 
the calculations overlapped, the agreement was good to 5%. 
One of the primary reasons for obtaining the infrared spectra 
was to use the property that a knowled ge of the line intensity allows 
an accurate prediction of the continuum intensity from recombination. 
That is, the infrared line to continuum ratios (equivalent widths) 
are fixed only by the electron temperature, which is known to a few 
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various temperatures (graphed as I/equivalent width to indicate the 
continuum excess directly) along with the experimental points for the 
six regions in which spectra were taken. It should be noted that 
these experimental numbers are virtually free of systematic effects 
such as reddening, absolute calibration, etc. For any reasonable 
choice of electron temperature, it is seen that there is some excess 
for most of the data. None of the data have a smaller continuum than 
predicted. The regions of the Trapezium and the red star have had 
the stellar continuum flux subtracted before their ratios were 
fonned (see Table 4), so the excesses are representative of the 
nebula, not the stars. 
Table 20 shows the excess at each position for an assumed electron 
temperature of 8000°K. The 1.6 micron data have been averaged for 
the five lines. The principal features of the table to be noted for 
later interpretation are that (1) the ratios peak at the Trapezium 
for the 1.6 f.1. band, but at the red star for the 2.2,f.1. band; (2) the 
absolute amounts of the excesses are peaked at the Trapezium in both 
cases; (3) the 2.2,_,. band shows a larger absolute excess North of the 
Trapezium than to the South (in fact, there is no excess 135" South), 
while the 1.6~ band shows no significant difference between north 
and south; (4) if a representative distance of 100" is taken for the 
Dark Bay, it appears to be a reg ion more characteristic of the south 
end than the north end of the Nebula. An interpretation of these 
features will be reserved until after the other methods of demonstrat-
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FIGURE 27 13511 SOUTH OF TRAPEZIUM 
TABLE 20 
EXCESS CONTINUUM FROM INFRARED L/C METHOD 
2.2).1 - Band I. 65µ - Band 
Ratio To Amount Of Ratio To Amount Of 
Predicted Continuum Excess Continuum Predicted Continuum Excess Continuum 
Position At 8000°K (W M- 2 Hz- 1 Ster- 1 ) At 8000°K (W M- 2 Hz- 1 Ster- 1 ) 
(I) Dark Bay I. 4 . 74 x 10- 19 
(2) 135" NOT 2.0 2 .. 34 




(4) Trapezium 2.5 13, 6 2.3 10.4 
(5) 5011 SOT 1.6 4.2 1.8 3,5 
(6) 13511 SOT 1.0 • 1 
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The spectra provide still another method of obtaining the excess 
in the 2 micron band. This is to measure the Pfund Series discontin-
uity at 2.28 microns. Systematic effects are even less likely than 
in the line to continuum method, since continuum is compared with 
continuum and all spectrometer dependent factors should cancel. A 
comparison of the percentage discontinuity with theoretical predictions 
as in Figure 21 allows an estimate of the percentage of the continuum 
which is from recombination. Unfortunately, the faintness of the 
continuum makes this method much less accurate than the line to 
continuum method. This method is of such low accuracy that it has 
only been included for completeness. 
The spectra were averaged in 500 A wide intervals centered at 
2.252 microns and 2.310 microns, as given in Table 2. Table 21 
shows the resulting percentage change and the predicted percentage 
changes at 8000°1< and 10,0000K if the continuum were all recombination. 
Also shown is the ratio to predicted assuming 8000°K as in Table 20. 
With the large errors, about all that can be said is that these 
numbers are not in disagreement with the numbers of Table 20 for the 
2.2 f< band and that the ratio numbers are more likely larger than 1 
than they are equal to 1. 
The third method of obtaining the excess is to predict the ratio 
of the radio continuum to the infrared continuum. Then the measured 
radio continuum can be used to predict the infrared continuum. 
Figures 28 and 29 show the predicted infrared continuum with assumed 
electron temperatures of 6000°K and 10,000°K, respectively. The 
TABLE 21 
EXCESS CONTINUUM FROM PFUND SERIES DISCONTINUITY 
Ratio Actual 
Continuum To 
VFv/Avg. Fv Predicted VFv/Avg. Fv Predicted Predicted Continuum 
Position !J.Fv/Avg . Fv For Te = 8000°K For Te = 10,000°K For Te = 8000°K 
( 1) Dark Bay +0.26±0.25 ~ ( 1 -23 
(2) 135" NOT -0.05±0.50 
J 
I - 00 
.... 
(3) 50" NOT 
r-.> 
-0.02±0.20 1. 3- 00 Ul 
+0.227 +O. 179 
(4) Trapezium +0.02±0.10 ( I l. 9- 00 
(5) 50" SOT -0.05±0.20 
J l l. 5-
00 
(6) 135" SOT -0.45±0.50 4 - 00 
1.0 
0.9 
o.s[~ • Broad Band 
.I Continuum Avg. + Lines 0.7 
>- 0.6r " / 0 Continuum Only I-- .. V) 0.5 z w I-z - 0.4 
0 -
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predicted continuum values are for the broad band filter data. They 
have been obtained by averaging over the band (thus correcting for 
series discontinuities in the 2. 2 t' and 3 .5 ~ bands) and adding in 
predicted line fluxes for H I, He I, and He II. The h.'-0 additional 
points at the 1.6 /.!. and 2.2f' bands are continuum only for comparison 
with the spectrometer measured continuurn. The emission measure has 
been adjusted to give the same radio flux in both cases. It is 
clear from the two figures that the prediction is insensitive to 
temperature. For the remainder of this section, a temperature of 
8000°1<. will be assumed. 
Taking the raw data of Table 5 and correcting for reddening 
of 10% at 2 .2 J.I., 15% at 1.6 J-<, and 253 at 1.2 fA as determined in 
Chapter III Section C, Figures 30-32 for the three central regions 
are obtained. Also shown in these figures are the predicted values 
at 8000°'~ normalized to the radio intensity, and some longer and 
shorter wavelength outside data which will be needed for later 
analysis. The radio points at 15.375 gHz are from Schraml and 
Mezger (ApJ 156, 269, 1969) and are the same as given in Table 12. 
The 11.6 and 20 micron points are from Ney and Allen (ApJ 155, 193, 
1969). The two points in the near infrared for the Trapezium region 
are from Mendez (Bol. de Los Obs. Ton. y Tac.~, no. 27, 41, 1965). 
Two values, corrected for reddening, are shown for each wave-
number, using Mendez' derived reddening and using the reddening 
derived in this work. It is clear from these points why visual data 
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The data in Figures 30-32 have been used to calculate Table 22, 
which g ives both the ratio excesses and the absolute excesses for the 
various wavelengths and bands considered. A comparison with Table 20 
shows reasonable agreement for the 1.6 rand 2.2 f'< bands despite the 
virtually independent methods of arriving at the excess. Further 
discussion of the features of the excess will be left for the next 
section. 
Some questions may be raised regarding the validity of the third 
procedure. Is it reasonable to extrapolate from the radio wavelengths 
to infrared wavelengths? How will the different spatial resolution 
of the infrared and radio data affect the conclusions? 
From the theoretical standpoint, the first question is relatively 
easy to answer. Given that dust absorption has been well accounted 
for in the infrared, it remains only to show that self absorption is 
not significant in the radio regions. Since the same electrons are 
producing the radio and infrared recombination radiation, it is not 
likely that any other effect will change the radio to infrared ratio 
strongly. Qualitatively, it can be seen that self absorption is not 
serious since the kink in the radio spectrum which indicates the 
onset of strong self absorption comes at a frequency an order of 
magnitude lower than we used in the present calculations. See e.g. 
Terzian et al. (ApL 1, 153, 1968). An exact number for the "optical 
depth'' from self absorption can also be calculated by means of 
Equation 1 if an emission measure and electron temperature are assumed. 
Equation 1 was derived from Equation III-17 by the law of detailed 
balancing. 
TABLE 22 
INFRARED EXCESSES FROM IR/RAD IO RATIOS 
Absolute Amount 
Ratio of of Exces s 
Position Band {µ) Measured/Predicted (W M- 2 Hz- 1 Ster- 1 ) 
5011 SOT 20 1850. 32,000. x 10- 19 
11.6 1080. 16,000. 
..... 
4.8 3.80 27. 1 w w 
3.5 I. 82 6.5 
2.2 1.38} J.4} 
2.2 I. 44 3.2 
1. 65 1.57} 4.4} 
I. 65 I. 27 I. 6 
1.25 I. 71 8.9 
Trapezium 20 6280. 120,000 . 
11. 6 2280. 37,000. 
[continued on next page] 
TABLE 22 (Continued) 
Absolute Amount 
Ratio of of Excess 
Position Band (µ) Measured/Predicted (W M- 2 Hz- 1 Ster- 1 ) 
--
Trapezium 4.8 12.9 128. x 10- 19 
3,5 4.91 34.7 
2.2 2.27} 12. 5} 
,..... 
2.2 2.75 14.4 VJ +' 
1.65 2.86} 15.9} 
1.65 2.83 12.2 
l. 25 3. 16 30,5 
1.0µ (Hilgeman Reddening) 2. 791 12. J I 
1.0µ (Mendez Reddening) 26.5 4.84 
.82µ (Hilgeman Reddening) 2. 881 I 0.91 
.82µ (Mendez Reddening) 4. 72 21. 6 
5011 NOT 20 9390. 170.000. 
[continued on next page] 
TABLE 22 (Continued) 
Absolute Amount 
Ratio of of Excess 
Position Band (µ) Measured/Predicted (W M- 2 Hz- 1 Ster- 1 ) 
5011 NOT 11. 6 1730. 26,000 . x 10-19 
4.8 29.3 289. 
3.5 11 • I 84.4 
2.2 2. 88} 17. 5} ...... (,,.) 
VI 
2.2 1.92 7. 1 
1. 65 1.85} 6.8} 
1.65 1. 24 1. 5 
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For Y = 15.375 gHz, Te= 8000°1<, and an Em of 2 x 106 cm-6 pc a 
- '>' f?.A Ot() value ~or L 55 of 0.003 is obtained. Thus, the correction for self 
absorption is of no importance. An experimental verification can 
also be obtained by comparing the excesses in the 1.6 I" and 2.2t< 
bands from Tables 20 and 22. The reasonable agreement is an indication 
that the extrapolation of the radio data should also be valid for the 
other bands considered. 
Another possi bi 1i ty which can be considered is whether there is 
any si gnificant dust emission at radio wavelengths. Such emission 
would have the effect of reducing the observed infrared excess as 
defined by the radio flux. That is, the real excess would be larger 
than observed, so that this mechanism cannot explain away the excess 
already seen, but could add to it. If dust temperatures of the 
order of one to two hundred degrees Kelvin are assurned, the black-
body radio continuum predicted from the 10 and 20 micron data is 
several orders of magnitude smaller than observed. In addition, 
the shape of the radio spectnmi is that predicted from free-free 
emission, not from black-body emission, so it is probably safe to 
assume that this possibility can be ignored. 
The second question, concerning the different spatial resolution 
of the infrared and radio data is somewhat more difficult to answer. 
The regions north and south of the Trapezium lie on the slope of the 
contour map, so little correction is needed. The effect of a 
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deconvolution would be to decrease the radio intensity assumed at 
these points and thus make the excess larger than the graphs now 
indicate. By a similar argument, adeconvolution of the radio data 
would make the excess for the Trapezium point smaller than the 
g raph now indicates. These effects should be small, of the order of 
103 in the infrared measured/predicted ratios since the radio and 
infrared spatial resolutions differ only by about 401.. 
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D. Prooerties Qf the Infrared Excess 
The preceeding section has established the existence of infrared 
continuum radiat i on in excess of that predicted from known stars and 
recombination processes. Because the excess varies both with wave-
length and 'With position, it is worthwhile to examine these properties 
more closely before attempting further analysis. 
Figures 33 and 34 summarize the results of the preceeding sec-
tion. Figure 33 shows the excess at various frequencies as a function 
of position and Figure 34 shows the excess for the three central 
regions as a function of wavelength. 
As a first general observation, the complexity of these graphs 
would indi cate that the excess is not explainable by a single simple 
process. One uniformity does stand out, however. This is the con-
siderable similarity between the spectrum at 50" South and at the 
Trapezium. The ratio of the excess intensities is about 4 over a 
considerable range of wavelength. This may be compared with a ratio 
of about 1.5 for the Brackett line intensities for these same two 
regions. The similarity of the spectra indicate similar physical 
processes at the two positions, while the more rapid drop-off with 
d i stance than for the recombination radiation would indicate that 
the excess is more likely assoc i ated 'With the direct starlight than 
with a diffuse energy source such as the electrons or Lyman radiation 
field. 
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made of the region 50" North? Either physical conditions are different 
or the physical processes are different, or both. If it is assumed 
that the same physical conditions are acting in the two similar reg ions 
to produce the excesses, it is also natural to assume symmetry around 
the Trapezium. With the exception of the l. 6 f band, the region 5011 
North of the Trapezium has a larger excess in all bands than the re-
gion 5011 South of the Trapezium. This is consistent with the inter-
pretation of a symmetrical excess around the Trapezium to which is 
added an additional excess from the infrared nebula around ORS-1. 
If the excess from the southern reg ion is subtracted from the excess 
in the northern reg ion, an "excess in the excess" is obtained, as 
shown in Fi g ure 35. Also shown in the figure are curves fit to the 
points for 1S0°K and 600°K black-bodies. 150°K is a believable 
temperature for the dust and 6000K may represent reflection or in-
complete subtraction of the 600°K black-body spectrum of ORS - 1. The 
flux represented on this fi gure at the 2.2/"band is twice that of 
ORS-l, however. The errors in the ORS-l flux are o f the order of 
10%, so incomplete subtration is an unlikely explanation. 
I f the technique o f sub tracting the two regions is valid, this 
is an interesting development. That is, the point- like 600°K source 
appea r s t o be s urrounded by a diffuse 600°K cloud~ which h a s twice 
the flux of the point source. 
Returning to the simple excess, either the preceding argument 
can be followed, or the nebula c a n be assumed non-symmetrical. If 
142 
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the second course is followed, then different physical conditions 
must exis t between north and south. This is an unattractive possi-
bility since radio data and the infrared spectra of the preceeding 
chapter indicate a north-south symmetry in the fundamental physical 
parameters of electron temperature and density. For any further 
discussion, the symmetrical model with a perturbation from the ORS-1 
nebula will be asstuned. 
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E. H- Emission and Absorption 
The negative hydrogen ion (H-) has a single bound state at 
0.754 eV (1.64 microns). General considerations would then indicate 
that the sum of the free-bound and free-free radiation of this ion 
would show a dip in the spectrum at around 1.64 microns. Since 
this behavior does appear as a feature of the wavelength dependence 
of the observed infrared excess, a calculation of the expected amount 
of radiation is called for. 
The derivation of the emission and absorption coefficients 
closely parallels that for neutral hydrogen, with the exception 
that the absorption cross section, ){ ( Y, Te) (cm-2 per H- atom), 
must be evaluated numerically rather than included as simple analytic 
function. Fortunately, the calculation of values of H( Y, Te) has 
already been accomplished with reasonable accuracy. 
To calculate the emission coefficie nts, the absorption cross 
se~tion is multiplied by the negative hydrogen ion density, the 
Planck function, and the correction for stimulated emission. 
j1, )I 
~ :> IE Ac; Cn- S"e-c." 1'>°TEll.- 1 
The Saha Equation may then be used to express NH- in terms of NH 
(neutral hydro gen density) 
H 
(3) c v 
where A ')..{, = 0. 754 eV. 
and Ne (electron density). 
_ _A {v-Y.J 
e P< Te N •I 
H ive 
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The absorption coefficient is just the product of the absorption 
cross section and the negative hydrogen ion density. Once a gain 
using the Saha Equation, the absorption coefficient, oC , becomes 
J2, "3 A llo 
-- ...,_,. (YT) N 11 e ~ (4) o( ,,.., J e • H /Ve (i Tr?YI ~ T~ )'h '+ 
A table of }< ( y , Te) for free-bound transl tions may be found 
in Geltman (ApJ 136, 935, 1962) for various values of V . The free-
bound absorption cross section is independent of electron temperature. 
A table of X( V, Te) for free-free transitions may be found in 
Chmura and Chmura (Phys. Rev. 121, 513, 1961) for various values of 
y and Te. 
For the present calculation, an electron temperature of 8400°K 
was assumed. In addition, a gross simplification is made in assuming 
homogeneity in NH and Ne• This is done since only an upper limit to 
the H- emission and self absorption is required. 
With the assumption of homogeneity, the "in situ"€ and°' may 
be used to calculate the observable I y d v and T. Recent Lyman 
observations (Carruthers ApJL 156, 97, 1969) have determined the 
excess of neutral hydrogen atoms over the interstellar value in the 
direction of the Trapezium to be about 4 x 1020 hydrogen atoms/cm2. 
Inserting this value for NH and integrating, the unknown depth of 
the gas cancels, leaving 
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( 6) 
Evaluatin~ 'tat 18.2 microns and allowing a maximum electron density 
of 10 3 cm-3 , Thus, self absorption is of no consequence. 
3 -3 If a maximum value of 10 cm is again assumed for the electron 
density in evaluating I YH-d-y, Figure 36 is obta i ned. As can be 
seen, this maximum value which the H- emission may take on is several 
orders of magnitude lower than the observed infrared excess . In 
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F. Heating and Cooling Mecha nisms f2l: ~ in ~ 
As will be seen shortly, thermal emission from dust is unlikely 
to make any contribution to the excess for waveleng ths shorter than 
two microns. In view of the aim of this chapter of determining 
whether various physical processes are acting, a division of the 
excess into longer or .shorter wavelengths than 2 microns is thus 
convenient. Although the primary data indicating dust emission at 
long wavelengths do not come from the present work, effects of the 
emission are seen at wavelengths measured in this experiment. Some 
discussion of the dust emission is thus necessary. 
Since an analytic solution for the dust absorption and emission 
properties does not exist for arbitrary values of shape of particle, 
size of particle, index of refraction, and incident wavelength, it 
will be necessary to make some assumptions in order to proceed. 
The particles will be assumed to be smooth spheres. The emission 
will be essentially all at wavelengths much larger than the particle 
size. Thus, the emission is unlikely to be affected by the spherici-
ty assumption. The absorption will be essentially all at wavelengths 
much smaller than the particle size. Here the smoothness of the 
surface can make a difference of as much as a factor of three. 
Since the observed range of temperatures lies between l00°K and 
BOO°K, volatile materials such as ice, ammonia, etc. will not be 
considered. Two remaining possibilities are graphite and the 
metals, of which iron will be taken as representative. 
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Particles will be considered in a range of sizes from 0.01 
microns to 100 microns. Smaller particles, while they may exist, 
require a quantum mechanical treatment which does not exist. 
Larger particles can be ruled out experimentally since they should 
show diffraction effects in visible light, and these are:·not ob-
served. An attempt will be made to determine a representative par~-
icle size to see if the limits are consistent with the data. 
First, the energy input from absorption of starli ght will be 
computed. If a stellar temperature of 35,000°K (05V) is combined 
with the restraint on particle size, it is seen that 903 of the 
flux falls on particles for which the dimensionless quantity x = 
2 rra/ ;i. is g reater than 0.2 and smaller than 10,000. Here "a" 
represents the radius of the particle. If this condition is met, 
then reference to a b sorption calculations (e.g. van de Hulst 
"Light Scattering by Small Particles," 1957) shows that, for the 
materials considered, the efficiency for absorption lies in the 
range 0.5 to 2.0. A great simplification arises if it is assumed that 
the absorption efficiency if identically 1.0, independent of wave-
leng th. This makes it unnecessary to know the exact material pro-
perties in advance and introduces an error no greater than a factor 
of 2 in the energ y balance equation. The primary advantage is that 
the expression for the particle heating rate (Equation 7) becomes 
separable in a and I... 





Hs is the heating rate per particle, Q(a, A ) is the absorption 
efficiency, B A (Ts) is the specific flux from the star at 
temperature Ts, Rs is the radius of the star, Rsp is the distance 
from the center of the star to the particle, and Ls is the stellar 
luminosity. In order to calculate Equation 8, it was assumed 
Q(a, J.. ) = 1 and B .A (Ts) was the Planck function. Note that 
making the surface rough instead of smooth makes the cbsorption 
efficiency approximatdon even better. 
The heating rate by collisions with electrons or protons is 
strongly dependent on the particle charge. Near the star, the 
photoelectric effect is expected to make the particle positive, while 
~t great distances the hi gher thermal velocity of the electrons is 
expected to make the particle negative. It will be shown that for 
the inner regions considered in this chapter, the grain change is 
positive. 
Following Mathews (ApJ 147, 965, 1967) one has, near the star, 
cf 
(9) fp e + K 
_,.,, ev 
where o = - TTe ' fe (ottf,,) represents the "sticking" probability 
for the electron (or proton) after a collision, K is the ratio of the 
photoelectrons ejected/sec. to the protons striking per second 
(evaluated for z1 = 0), and MH and me are the masses of the proton 
and e lectron respectively. K may be evaluated from 
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(10) 
where pis the mean value of photoelectric efficiency for photons 
beyond the threshold energy, pTs
3 
is the integrated photon flux from 
a black-body surface, Ls is the star's luminosity, k is Boltzmann's 
constant, Np is the proton density, Rsp is the distance from the 
center of the star to the particle, and "f°L~~(~)J is the fraction 
of photons with energies greater than the threshold energy .Ave ('iY'). 
Near the star, the large positive charge on the particles makes 
the v a lue of. ff unimportant and also makes the value of S-e approach 
1. fp wi 11 be taken as 1. 
In order to determine the distance over which the grain is posi-
tive, 71'= 0 is substituted into Equation 9, which gives for a proton 
density, Nf , of 103Cin-3, an electron temperature Te of 9000°K, a 
stellar temperature Ts of 35,000°K, a luminosity of 3 x 1039 erg/ sec, 
p z 0. 2 electrons/photon, andi?Yt ~ 12 ev a radius of 1.6 pc or 11' 
projected on the nebula. This is considerable larger than the reg ion 
under discussion. 
Since even for neutral particles the energy contributed from 
proton collisions is several orders of magnitude smaller than that 
from electron collisions, the proton collision contribution certainly 
can be ignored for these positively charged grains. 
The heating rate from electron collisions may then be expressed 
as the average energy per electron times the collision rate 
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where He is the heating rate from electron collisions, Ve is the 
electron celocity, <>denotes an average value, and Qcoll is the 
efficiency factor for collisions. It is easy to show 
(13) Q COL.t. :: I - :-3:.. a1 3 
from conservation of energy and angular momentum. ?f can be calculated 
from an iterative solution of Equation 9. 
The heating rate from the diffuse Lyman <X (L"' ) radiation field 
can be obtained from the product of the energy density in L Of..., the 
velocity of light, and the particle cross section 
(14) HLot = 
Here Not is the number density o f L<X photons, and A y'"' is the 
energ y of a L ~ photon. N~ may be calculated from the emission co-
efficient in L°'. Following O'Dell (ApJ 142, 1093, 1965) one obtains 
os) N.x = 
where X is the percentage of transitions to level 2 which give two 
quantum radiation, Ne and Np are electron and proton number densities, 
oe8 is the recombination coefficient for levels 2 and h igher, L is 
the mean free path of Lo<, 715 is the average number of scattering s 
the radiation undergoes before it escapes or is destroyed, and ,.c. 
is the velocity of light. ln5 may conveniently be expressed as 
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(1 6 ) f P.::: L n5 
where R is t he outer radius of the nebula and f, representing the 
ratio of the average distance traveled to the nebular radius, has 
been t abulated by O'Dell (loc. cit.). 
Still another method of he a ting , which has not been considered 
before, is the diffuse Lyman continuum which is reflected back by 
the ne utral outer r eg ions of the nebula. \Ihile there is some 
question a s to the radius of the outer neutra l reg ion, a t least its 
e x istence has been demonstrated (Carruthers ApJL 156, 97, 1969 and 
Clark ApJ l~-2, 1398 , 1965). From Clark, a radius ( R) of 1 pc (6.9') 
will be a ssumed. This is also the radius o f the Stromgren sphere 
for an 05 sta r with Ne~ 103 • For a star at 35,000°K, the l~~inosity 
below the Lyman limit (LLC) is approximately 9 x 1038 erg /sec. If 
it is assumed that the Lyman qua nta are destroyed or escape by con-
version before a second reflection, then a minimum heating rate is 
given by 
(17) H LC = L J.-C 
The four heating rates considered are summari zed in Equations 
18-21, where appropriate numerical constants have been used at an 




(21) H 1-C 
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-1'2 "l = 6.G x10 o (!'-') 
:: w A-IT / PIU~-TIC LE / 
Since the value of y at 0'.3 from the Trapezium is only about 
-40, it is seen that the heating rate by electron collision is a 
minor contribution. This is important, and also somewhat puzzling. 
Far infrared spectroscopy of planetary nebula by Gillet et al. (ApJL 
149, 97, 1967) and Gillet and .Stein (ApJL 155, 97, 1969) show that 
the strengths of the infrared forbidden lines are one to two orders 
of magnitude fainter than theoretically predicted. The continutrrn is, 
however, two to three orders of magnitude higher than that expected 
from pure recombination, much like the Orion Nebula. If the above 
equations are correct, and the dust is only weakly coupled to the 
electron gas, one is left without an adequate mechanism for cooling 
the gas. 
Ignoring the small contribution from the reflected Lyman continullltl 
radiation, the heating is seen to be predominantly by starlight out 
to a radius of about .8', then by the diffuse La field. This is 
consistent with the observation that the observed infrared excess 
decreased more rapidly than the By intensity (Section D). 
Using Equations 19 and 20, and deriving an expression for the 
dust emission rate, it is possible to calculate the size of the 
particles radiating at various temperatures. Assl.Dlling radiative 
cooling only, the cooling rate is given by 
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(22) 
where Q(a,A) is the efficiency factor as a function of particle 
radius "a" and wavelength "A" ,and BA (Td) is the Planck function 
evaluated at a dust temperature, Td. 
At this point, a considerable simplification arises if the particle 
radius is assumed smaller than the maximum wavelength considered 
(2 microns). This is a more restrictive assumption than was used 
for deriving the absorption. The validity of the assumption may be 
checked from the results of the size calculation to follow. If the 
particle size is small compared to the wavelengths of emission, the 
absorption efficiency simplifies to (see e.g. van de Hulst "Light 
Scattering by Small Particles" p. 70, 1957) 
(23) Q (a, :A) 
p,..., [,.,..... _, < 
rm .. +"2-) 
(24) Q (a,).) = 
where m is the complex index of refraction, m = ??- ~ ~ • Subs ti tu ting 
for the Planck function, the cooling rate then becomes 
In general, 71.. and ){ are complicated functions of A, so the standard 
practice (see e.g. Swamy & O'Dell ApJ 147, 529, 1967) is to remove 
them from the integral, evaluating them at some wavelength character-
istic of the blackbody temperature. Since both '17. and '"X vary rapidly 
with A for graphite or the metals, this is not a very good approxi-
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mation, nor is it necessary. In the waveleng th intervals under con-
sideration, both graphite and the metals obey the Law of Hagen-Rubens, 
1 
which may be summarized by '?°H >> 1, 71 ~~,and X = -5, where 
CY is the conductivity in Gaussian units (sec-1). Thus, the cooling 
rate may be evaluated analytically to a good approximation. 
(26) CR :: J ff'f p, 
-:i. er 
(rro.)'(!J T.J)6 ("° ;>' 
-c A ) 0 e -1 
The value of the integral is 122. For graphite, a conductivity of 
1.2 x 1015 sec-1 will be adopted from Taft and Philipp (Phys. Rev. 
138 , Al97, 1965) and for iron, a conductivity of 2.2 x 1017 sec-1 
will be adopted from the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (44, 2667, 
1962). Equation 26 shows an important property of the cooling rate 
for the present discussion, in that it is proportional to a3. As 
will be recalled, the heating rates were derived as all being pro-
portional to a 2 • Thus, in postulating thermal balance, a relation 
is obtained between the particle size and particle temperature. For 
this discussion, the dust temperature will be regarded as an observed 
quantity, and the particle size derived. 
While a spread of particle si zes, and thus of temperature, is 
the most likely situa tion, it is not possible to convert the ob-
served flux into temperatures in a unique way. Since the temperature 
distribution cannot be uniquely determined, neither can the particle 
size distribution. 
A different que stion can be asked. \1hat is the minimum number 
of sing le temperature blackbody curves which, when superimposed, will 
represent the excess? As ha s already been mentioned, the reg ion 50" 
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north of the Trapezium appears more complicated and will be discussed 
in Section I. The long- wavelength excess in the other two regions 
is reasonably well fit by two blackbody curves at temperatures of 
200°K a nd 800°K. Table 23 gives the particle radii derived from 
equating the heating and cooling rates for the two regions and 
assuming either iron or graphite particles. 
The hi gher temperature results offer little to prefer between 
graphite and iron, although the graphite particles are so small that 
the analysis is probably no longer valid. Note that the particle 
sizes at hi gher temperatures would vary as T-6 , so it is unlikely 
that there is any significant dust emission at wavelengths shorter 
than 2 microns. The lower temperature results show that the particle 
size is larger than assumed. The very large numbers are not believable 
since the derivation is no longer valid, and about all that can be 
said is that the particles are larger than a one micron radius. It 
should be mentioned that a particle size larger than the supposed 
interstellar average (0.2-0.5 microns) would be consistent with the 
abnormal reddening curve in Figure 13. Although the size of particle 
is difficult to evaluate from the curve, it is not likely that the 
average size would be much larger than 2 ;microns. 
For large particles, a different expression for the cooling rate 
is necessary. 
(27) 
where €is the bulk emissivity at perpendicular incidence (the factor 
of two accounts approximately for the non-Lambertian character of the 
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TABLE 23 
DERIVED PARTICLE SIZES 
Dust Dust Particle 
Region Temperature Material Size (µ) 
Trapezium 200°K Graphite 63 
Iron 11 '500 
800°K Graphite .016 
Iron 2.9 
5011 SOT 200°K Graphite 16 
Iron 3,000 
800°K Graphite .004 
Iron .72 
TABLE 24 
DERIVED EQUILIBRIUM TEMPERATURES 
Dust Equilibrium Temperature 
Region Material Large Particles 
Trapezium Graphite l30°K 
Iron 210°K 
5011 SOT Graphite 90°K 
Iron 160°K 
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material), and a now is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. 
If Equation 27 is used in place of Equation 26, the ratio of the 
heating and cooling rates is no longer dependent upon particle size. 
An interesting calculation can be made, however. The equating of 
the heating and cooling rates for large particles determines the 
temperature uniquely. This has been done for Table 24. The a gree-
ment of the predicted and observed value of the temperature is a 
check on the validity of the calculations. Table 24 shows a closer 
agreement for iron than for graphite to the measured color temperature 
of 200°1<. 
Hickramasinghe ("Interstellar Grains" p. 109, 1967) has pointed 
out that the observed interstellar absorption of about 1 mag/kpc 
would imply an abundance of about .01 by mass if it were caused by 
iron particles. Since the solar iron abundance is about .0002 by 
mass (\lickramasinghe, p. 55, loc. cit.), it would appear that iron 
is an unlikely possibility for interstellar material. As will be 
shown later, a similar ~rgument can be applied to the Orion Nebula. 
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G. Gas to ~ Ratio in M 42 
The relative amount of gas and dust in interstellar clouds is 
an important parameter in the early stages of star formation (Spitzer 
in Stars~ Stellar Systems, Vol. VII). Attempts to determine this 
ratio in the visual have necessarily depended upon an analysis of 
the scattered and absorbed light. These processes are difficult to 
evaluate and strongly dependent upon the sizes, shapes, configuration, 
and composition of the dust particles, which are poorly known. The 
ratio can be determined much more accurately by an analysis of the 
far infrared emission from the particles. Unfortunately, limitations 
in the transparency of the atmosphere permit observations only out 
to about 25. microns. Thus, only those particles hotter than about 
l00°K can be accurately observed. For this reason, the infrared 
method must, for the present, be limited . to regions near hot stars 
where neither the masses, sizes, or configurations of the particles 
are likely to be similar to those which comprise the bulk of inter-
stellar matter. In the following, only properties of the dust in 
the inner regions of M 42 will be discussed. 
As was seen in the preceding section, the heating by starlight 
and Lo< should be sufficient to produce temperatures of l50°K to 
200°K within the ionized region for large particles. Small particles 
will necessarily have larger temperatures. Outside the ionized 
reg ion, the energy available for heating decreases rapidly with 
distance and the bulk of these particles are probably at tempera-
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tures an order of magnitude lower (Spitzer "Diffuse Matter in Space" 
p. 145, 1968). Thus, two ex~remely useful features of the configura-
tion are that emission from all the particles is seen and the emit-
ting region is sharply defined. The presence of dielectric mantles 
upon the grains would challenge the first feature, but ~ickramasinghe 
(Interstellar Grains, ed. by Greenberg and Roark, p. 182, 1967) has 
calculated that the time to sputter away such mantles is considerably 
less than the probable age of the nebula. 
The optical depth, '"l:, may be related to the particle number 
density by 
(28) Nofo..) • t • 7Ta'1 ::: ?: (o.) 
where N0 (a) is the number of particles of radius a per cm3, and L is 
the depth ~n line of sight. 
Thus, the usual expression calculated for the gas to dust ratio 
be.comes 
L -- . 
(29) re 
where c0 is an effective average cross section. 
At this point, it is useful to evaluate "C. The two methods of 
evaluation used in Section III-D will be applied here. !f the two 
temperature approximation to the long wavelength excess which was 
used in the preceding section is retained, Table 25 results. c from 
the percent of total flux cannot be accurately determined for 800°1<, 
where 'Tis small. 
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TABLE 25 
OPTICAL DEPTH FROM INFRARED EMISSION 
Region TDusT T (Color-Brightness) T (% of Total Flux) 
Trapezium 200°K .085 • 10 
800°K 6.5 x 10- 7 
50 11 SOT 200°K .028 .025 
800°K 1. 2 x 10- 7 
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If all the dust is really being observed, these optical depths 
appear discordant with the observed extinction as given in Section 
III-C. One explanation is that the extinction really is small within 
the ionized inner region and that the observed extinction is domina-
ted by similar particles, only with ice mantles, positioned outside 
the ionized region. This would also agree with the remarkable 
similarity in the wavelength dependence of the infrared excess be-
tween the Trapezium region and the region south of the Trapezium. 
Another prediction of this model is that the gas/dust ratio calcula-
ted from extinction at a wavelength near H ~ should be about 14 times 
smaller than that calculated from the infrared emission for the 
Trapezium region and 48 times srna ller for the region 50" South of 
Trapezium. As will be seen shortly, the difference turns out to 
be factors of four and twelve, respectively. This is probably in 
reasonable agreement with the prediction, considering the simplifi-
cations of the model. 
With the observed values of T , and assuming a depth in line of 
sight of 3.6 x iol8 cm, Equation 29 was used to calculate Table 26, 
giving the gas to dust ratio at the various positions and effective 
temperatures. These numbers are to be compared with the value of 
144 x 1020 crn-2 obtained by O'Dell ("Interstellar Grains" Greenberg & 
Roark, eds., p. 137, 1967) for the inner regions of M 42 from the line 
to continuum ratio at Hp • As was suggested earlier, the differences 
with the 200°K data may be directly explained in terms of the dif-
ferences in ?: for emission and absorption, which suggest 
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TABLE 26 
GAS/DUST RATIO BY NUMBER 
Dust 
Region Temperature NH/NDCD (cm- 2 ) 
Trapezium 200°K 520 x 1020 
800°K 7.2 x 10 7 x 1020 
50 11 SOT 200°K 1700 x 102 0 
800°K 3.9 x 10 8 x 102 0 
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eit~er that different regions are absorbing than are emitting or 
that not all the dust is seen in emission. The latter possibility 
was excluded by thermal balance arguments. The differences with the 
soo°K data exist because only a small amount of the total dust is 
emitting at that relatively high temperature. 
If a characteristic radius and bulk density of the dust are now 
assumed, the numbers in Table 26 can be turned into mass density 
ratios. The particle number density may be related to the bulk 
material density,~' by 
(30) M Co.) 
D 
::. NCo.) f 
where H0 (a) is the mass of dust per cm3 of space. Mo(a) may thus 
be expressed by 
(31) J1 D ( "'-) Lf 
3 
The mass of hydrogen per cm3 , MG' may be expressed by 
(32) 
where Nf is the proton density and mp is the mass of the proton. 
Taking the ratio of Equations 31 and 32, and combining with Equation 
29 
(33) = > 'i 
With the assumption off= 2.2 gm cm·3 for graphite and~= 7.8 
gm cm~3 for iron (CRC Tables), all quantities in Equation 33 are 
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kno~'n. Lest the last statement appear too enthusiastic, it will be 
admitted that they are not all known well. However, the gas to dust 
ratio should be good to an order of magnitude, and this is sufficient. 
Evaluating Equation 33, Table 27 results. Since the Solar H/C 
ratio is 160 by mass, and the H/Fe ratio is 4800 by mass (Wickramasinghe 
"Interstellar Grains" p. SS, 1967), Table 27 permits the elimination 
of iron as the source of the emission. Near the Trapezium, a high 
proportion of the carbon is tied up in the dust. Very few of the 
grains are small (high temperature), and the grain density appears 
to decrease faster than the hydrogen density with distance from the 
Trapezium. 
If a value of Mc/Mo of SOO is adopted for the highly ionized re-
3 -3 gion (4' radius) and a value of NH ~ 10 cm , a total of 20 M@ is 
obtained for the gas and 0.04 M0 for the dust. Clearly, grain growth 
and condensation processes could have disturbed this small amount of 
dust from its initial interstellar equilibrium properties. It would 
thus be unwise to attempt any extrapolation of the M 42 dust properties 
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H. The Shorter Wavelength Infrared Excess 
After subtracting the well defined recombination radiation and 
dust emission at the longer wavelengths, a portion of the continuum 
remains unaccounted for. Hot dust is not possible since the implied 
temperatures would vaporize any known material. H- emission has 
been shown to be too weak. The remaining possibility is some form 
of scattering, either by dust or by electrons. In order to examine 
this possibility, a review of the properties of the remaining ex-
cess is in order. 
The essential properties of the excess are that it decreases in 
intensity with increasing distance from the Trapezium, and that it 
increases with frequency at least out to a wavelength of 1.25 microns -
at higher frequenci.es the spectrum of the excess may be flat or may 
decrease. The scattering process is capable of explaining these 
properties. 
First, some qualitative points need to be made. Dust is known 
to scatter light in the visible; it is a likely candidate in the 
infrared also since large particles are indicated by the extinction 
curve. Hi g h resolution photographs of M 42 in Hoc show a considerably 
different appearance from photographs in the 1 ight of the nearby con-
tinuum (Munch, private communication). Some process other than re-
combination radiation, and not proportional to Ne 2 must produce the 
continuum. Unfortunately, both dust and electron scattering satisfy 
these criteria (electron scattering only if there are large density 
fluctuations). The chief difference between electron scattering 
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and dust scattering is that electron scattering is waveleng th indepen-
dent. If the scattered li ght is bluer or redder than the object, 
dust would be more likely than electrons. The cloud around the ORS-l 
Ne bula shows a reflection spectrum of 600°, identical to that of the 
point source. It is hard to conceive how dust could produce such a 
uniform scatter i n g out to the M band (4. 8 microns). 
These remarks show that some numerical calculation i s necessary 
to estimate the relative cont ri buti on of the dust and of the electrons. 
For unpolarized rad i ation, the Thompson scattering cross section per 
electron is g iven by (see e.g. Jackson "C~assical Electrodynamics," 
p. 4 89, 1962) 
(34) 
'l.. rr 
where B is the ang le betwe en the observer-electron and star-electron 
lines, and d...n. is the sol i d ang le subtended by the observer. 
Integrating over solid angle, the total scattering cross section, 
O-r , i s g iven by 
(35) 
Comb i ning E quations 34 and 35 _, 
(36) 
Jo-The Trapezium flux, Fe, measured at the electron, times &./'I., times 





Multiplying by the depth in line of sight, L, 
(38) L 
_,_ -' -1 H -I 
w /1)"I ~ J 
where the denotes an average along the line of sight. Fe may 
be expressed in terms of the unreddened Trapezium flux, FE, measured 
at the Earth by 
(39) 
where RET is the Earth-Trapezium distance (500 pc), and ReT is a 
representative distance ben.~en the Trapezium and the electrons. 
Since FE is correct~d for reddening, Equation 39 gives a minimum 
value of the flux measured at the electrons. 
Combining Equations 35-39, the quantity to be compared with 
observations is Iv 
(40) I = y 
'l. 
FE ( RE.r ) N L - - e lf -
TT ~er 
If Equation 40 is evaluated for the region 5011 south of the Trapezium 
at a wavelength of 1.65 microns, the predicted intensity is 1.0 x io-21 
~'!ll- 2 Hz-1 ster -l. This is several orders of magnitude less than the 
observed excess, !ndicating that electron scattering is an unlikely 
cause of the excess. 
The above conclusion is in direct contradiction to that of Mendez 
(Bol. de Los Obs. Ton. y Tac.~' No. 27, 41, 1965). This is one 
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reason the present derivation has been written out explicitly. An 
argument against Mendez' result which does not depend on a numerical 
calculation can be made. If electron scattering were the major con-
tribution to the excess between 0.6 microns and 1.0 microns, then 
the excess should follow the Trapezium flux and decrease by a factor 
of ten over that interval (the factor is five if the reddened Trap-
ezium is considered). That it does not is astrong argument against 
electron scattering. 
A turnover at about l micron in the spectrum of the excess can 
be surmised from a comparison of Mendez' data (loc. cit.) and the 
results of Section D. This can be attributed to the dust being a 
stronger absorber at the shorter wavelengths. An accurate analysis 
of the spectrum of _the observed excess would require first being 
able to estimate the spectrum of the Trapezium as if observed from 
various positions within the nebula. The preceding section has, 
however, indicated that the dust may not be uniformly distributed 
throughout the gas. All that will be concluded with the present 
data is that the position of the turnover in the spectrum of the 
excess would indicate a particle size on the order of 1 micron, in 
agreement with previous conclusions (Section F). 
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I. The ORS-1 Nebula 
It has been some time now since the discovery of the very red 
star northwest of the Trapezium (here called ORS-1 for Orion Red 
Star no. l to avoid confusion with the second red star nearby, ORS-2, 
reported in Section II-G f or the first time) by Becklin and Neugebauer 
(ApJ ~' 799, 1967) and the subsequent report by Kleinman and Low 
(ApJL 149, l, 1967) that the object was surrounded by a bright nebula 
at 20 microns. Since that time, ORS-1 has been found to be a strong 
source o f OH radio emission (Raimond and Eliasson, ApJL 150, 171, 
1967) and a contour map has been produced o f the ORS-1 nebula at 
11.6 microns and 20 mi crons by Ney and Allen (ApJL 155, 193, 1969). 
The available dataare consistent with the interpretation of the ob-
ject as a collapsing protostar. It is worthwhile to examine the 
present data to see if any contribution to the knowledge of the 
properties of the object can be made. 
The infrared spectra primarily indicate the properties of the 
hydrogen. As has been seen, there is little difference between the 
north a~~ south regions of the nebula as far as the gas is concerned. 
The spectra can also be used as a sensitive indicator of a con-
tinuum excess, however. The region to the north shows a greater 
excess than that in the south. This is also indicated by the photo-
metry. The interpretation has been made in Section D that the 
northern excess can be understood as being the same as the southern 
excess only with the addition of radiation from the ORS-1 nebula. 
This being done, a spectrun showing the excess characteristic 
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of the ORS-1 nebula was shown in Figure 35. The 600°K portion of 
the curve may be interpreted as scattered light from ORS-1. Since 
electron scattering has been eliminated as a possibility in the pre-
ceding section, this result is quite surprising. If the scattering 
is by dust, the particles must be of the order of five microns or 
more in diameter. This is gargantuan by normal interstellar standards. 
The separation into two temperatures (150°K and 200°K) is probably 
not valid. The dust is probably really hotter in the north, near the 
ORS-1 nebula. This can be seen from the maps of Ney and Allen (loc. 
cit.) which have good spatial resolution. Near the maximum of the 
ORS-1 emission, the Trapezium nebula contribution can be shown small. 
Thus, the observed color temperature of 220° (Ney and Allen, loc. 
cit.) is characteristic of the ORS-1 nebula. It should be mentioned 
that contour maps at the 3.5 t'- and 4.8/"' bands would be useful in 
deciding if the 600°K reflection spectrum is real. As can be seen 
from the argument of the preceding section, maps in the 2.2 /-'band 
are confused by reflection of the Trapezium light and would not be 
as suitable. 
In sUITlll\ary, the present data suggest that ORS-1 is surrounded 
not only by hot dust, but also by a reflection nebula of unusually 
large dust particles. 
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APPENDIX 1 
Considerations £i Ootimum Resolution and Scanning Technioues 
The primary objectives of this discussion are to consider the 
controllable factors affecting the power received at the spectrometer 
detector from an astonomical source of line and continuum emission. 
For simplicity, point sources will be perfect points, mirrors will be 
perfect reflectors, and the projected size of the entrance and exit 
slits of the spectrometer will be equal. Extension to more complicated 
situations is not difficult and does not affect the basic conclusions. 
When considering a point source, the observable quantity at the 
Earth's surface is flux, which may be expressed in units of watts/ 
m2/ ~ for the continuum and watts/rn2 for a line. When considering 
an extended object· the observable quantity at the Earth's surface is 
intensity, which may be expressed in units of watts/m2 / ~/steradian 
for the continuum and watts/m2/steradian for a line. 
The detector system is assumed capable of receiving all the 
power which passes through the exit slit. \lith a reasonable choice 
of size of slit, this is not a serious constraint. Detector noise 
is considered to be the limiting noise in the system; that is, an 
optimizing of S/N is achieved by maximizing the power passing through 
the exit slit. If sky noise should be more important than detector 
noise, maximizing the power through the exit slit does not necessari-
ly improve the S/N. In low S/N applicati:ons it is important to know 




For obse r va tion of a point source a large telescope is desirable 
since the power through the exit slit will be proportional to the 
primary mirror area. The f ratio (focal length/mirror area) of the 
spectrometer is not important and it can be chosen to satisfy design 
constraints internal to the spectrometer, such as size of grating 
and desired resolution. It can be argued that it must be the same 
as the telescope f rptio, but since most large telescopes have a 
choice of several f ratios, this is not a serious difficulty. 
For observations of extended objects a small f ratio is desirable 
since the power through the exit slit will be proportional to primary 
mirror area times sol id an·g le covered (solid angle is proportional to 
(focal length)-2 for a fixed slit); that is, the power throueh the 
exit slit will vary as (f ratio)-2 for a fixed slit. Chang ing tele-
scope size without changing the f ratio or the slit size will affect 
only the spatial resolut i on. Of course, if the extended object is 
not of unifonn intensity, a change in spatial resolution can be 
important, so that as a practical matter the telescope size is a 
consideration. Another minor consideration is that in double beam 
work, it is usually desirable to have one of the beams off the 
object and spatial resolution can again be a practical factor. 
At this point it should be mentioned that it is possible to 
design different combinations of telescope, spectrometer, and detector 
which will do an identical job on extended objects. There is no one 
to one relati~nship between job to be done and ideal spectrometer 
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(if we ignore individua l preferences and financial factors). The 
primary aim here is to examine factors affecting the performance of 
a spectrometer once the arbitrary decisions h ave been made. Assuming 
then that a grating and an f ratio have been selected, the linear dis-
persion is fixed (if the full grating is used) and we can e xami ne the 
consequences of varying slit size, which is the only parameter left 
to discuss. 
For a point source, we s ee that as long as the resolut~on (~A) 
is wider than the line , the line power through the exit slit (and thus 
the line S/N) is independent of L\A. Similarly, the continuum S/N 
must be proportional to Li A. • If little informa tion is known about 
the variation of the contfnuum or the number of nearby lines, it 
would appear that the optimum resolution is of the order of the line 
width. If wider, the continuum measurement will necessarily be at 
a point further from the line and may include othe r unresolved lines. 
If narrower, it will take more than one measurement to obtain the 
whole line intensity. Sometimes, however, the shape of the line is 
important and it is worth the sacrifice in S/N to obtain this extra 
information. Or perha ps there are many nearby lines and 6~ has to be 
decreased to make a continuum measurement. Little is gained by in-
creasing ~A beyond the line width except a better S/N on the continuum. 
The situation with an extended source is significantly different. 
For the continuum, the power passing through the exit slit is propor-
tional to '1). times the area of the entrance slit. For a line, it is 
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proportional to the area of the entrance slit. Thus, remembering the 
entrance and exit slits are of equal projected area, the observing 
time needed for a line is proportional to (AA.)-2 • (slit length)-2 • . 
At first it might be assumed that this would imply opening the slits 
as wide as possible and making them as lon~ as possible, but thig 
is not necessarily best . If a reasonable S/N can be obtained with 
the slits closed dmm, the previously mentioned considerations of 
varying continuum and nearby line may be of more importance. Anothe r 
consideration which affects the choice of Ll /..and slit length is that 
some types of variations of line intensity across a larg€ aperture 
are not well represented by a simple average. The optimum resolution 
must be reca lculated for ~ach new situation. When measuring a previ-
ously unmeasured object, ~). should be such that the line intensity 
can just be measured. 1his is, of course , impossible to calculate 
on an urJneasured object, but it does suggest that a trial measure-
ment at large 4/.. can save a grea t dea l of wasted effort in later 
measurements. 
The arguments presented on optimum resolution have made a simpli-
fication which does not usually hold in practice. That is, the 
asswnption of perfect step scanning. In practice, the slit does not 
simply alternate between totally on the line and totally off, but 
instead scans onto and off the line; only part of the total power dis-
cussed will be ge tting through the exit slit during such times . If 
a square response is asst..nned , the average S/N is reduced by a factor 
of two by-using continuous scanning. What is so good about continuous 
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scanning that makes it worth giving up a factor of four in integration 
time? First, continuous scanning frees one from having to know the 
exact wavelength of the line in advance. This is usually not a 
serious problem. Second, continuous scanning will indicate the 
presence of nearby lines and varying continuum. This is a critical 
piece of information when observing an object for the first time, 
but becomes useless once a negative result is obtained. Thus, it 
is highly recommended that any future observations of M 42 be done 
by step scanning. NGC 7027 showed a satellite line near B7 and 
should not be looked at by step scanning techniques. 
Another technique similar to step scanning is chopping in wave-
length instead of in position. If the wavelength is not scanned 
while chopping, the effect is similar to step scanning except (l) 
no value is obtained for the continuum flux (2) absolute calibrations 
are thus more difficult and (3) no reference dewar can be used as a 
monitor. These disadvantages are accompanied by the advantages (l) 
of not having to keep a reference beam off an extended object (2) of 
being able to handle signals which may be varying in intensity during 
the observation (e.g., if the dominant noise is sky noise) (3) of a 
gain in S/N of a factor of two over step scanning. The third point 
is merely a consequence of not measuring the continuum. If a con-
tinuum measurement is needed, it has to be made som~ other way with 
the built in difficulties of trying to measure the same position 
and area. Measuring the continuum by some other means would also 
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allow the step scanning method to gain a factor of two in S/N merely 
by not measuring the continuum but using the externally generated 
value to subtract from the line plus continuum measurement total of 
both beams. It should be pointed out that the wavelength chopping 
method will also lose a factor of two in S/N if the wavelength is 
scanned while chopping. 
In summary then, the wavelength is continuously scanned if 
there are doubts about the surrounding continuum. Spatial chopping 
is used if the continuum is needed at the same position. Wave-
length chopping is used if (1) the signal is varying rapidly or 




Oot im i z i n~ S b rnal to ~ Rat i os .!.n ?cann i n,g_ Spectrome t ers J?.y £2.!!-
voluti on Techniques 
It has been shown i n Appendix 1 that when scanning point sources 
with resolution of the order of the line width or extended objects 
with equal entrance and exit slits, losses in S/N can beccme as large 
as a factor of two . Ho-waver, by making use of some of the properties 
of the scanning, a portion of the loss can be recovered. The scan 
may be thought of not only as a s can in wavelength, but al so as a 
signal which varies in time. It is this second proparty which is used 
in the analysis to fol low. If the source itself does not vary, then 
variations in output can only b~ caused by spect?al intensity 
differences in the source o r spectral sensitivity differences i n the 
abnosphere-telescope-spectrometer-detector combination. The spectro-
meter acts like a fi 1 ter in that only certain variations with t ime 
are permitted . Noise which does not satisfy the same restrictions 
may be separated from the signal and elimi~~ted. 
The case of an extended source of line emission will be considered . 
Other csses may be developed along similar argumonts. The line may be 
thought of as a del ta function input a t t ime t = ?:' ) S (t- ~) 
The response of the spectrometer to this input is some characteristic 
function ~ ( t:) r) • A common case ls where the function is se parable 
into a "spectrometer wavelength response" and a "slit response ." 
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( 1) A ( t 
1 
'L) :: ,.-w· ( t ) • ..D ( t - ··r-) 
The spectrometer wavelength response can always be divided out of a 
scan, so for the remaining analysis w(t) = 1 . This has the effect 
o f making the response time invariant . A well known property of linear 
s ystems which will be used here is that a knowledge of the system re -
sponse t o a delta function input permits the calculation of the system 
response t o an arbitrary input. An arbitrary input spectral d istribu-
tion may be represented on the ti~~ axis by a function f(t). Expres~ 
f(t) as a sum o f impulses 
(2) f(t) = [: f(r) ~ ( t - r) J?: 
I ntrod uce the linear operator L l ] s uch that 
( 3) L f [J(t-~)J ~ .)J ( t - r) 
then the out put function g(t) may be represented by 
(4) 'a (t) = L [ J(t) J :: )~ f(?) L f ~{t-r)j Jc:-
- p() 
( 5) ~({) -= r_: f(--r) .;; (-C - T) cQ '7;"' 
-0') 
"° ...ll ('?') J y 
(6) (t(t) -:::. f f (t--c) - -" 




~><> f -D (t) 
- oD 
11U11 should not be confused with the frequency of the Hght passing 
through the slit nor with the chopping frequency; it represents a 
frequency of modulation of the signal. If the Fourier transforms 
of the input and output functions are represented by F(U/) and G(~), 
~ can use Equation 6 and the convolution theorem to obtain 
(8) G (0.J) -= r(iJ) .. 5 Cw) 
With a noise free output signal, this relationship can be inverted 
to obtain the original input signal . The aim of this work is some-
what different however; the quantity to be measured ls a line inten-
sity, which may be represented by 
(9) c 
where C represents a continuum value. In practice, we know a 
reasonably accurate value for C and also 
(10) 
(00};. ;/ A.' wC/J 
)_ c0 L F (w) .. Sc;.v ) + JJ(w )_; e 0<. v./ 
(11) 
I 
~ (t) -:: 
( o0 ;. wt J d a ) . + 21-r ) /J (w) e w 
- t.>D 
where N~) represents the power spectrum of the noise which is added 
to a particular scan. For this argument the noise is represented by 
a stationary Gaussian random process with zero average . The problem 
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then is to obtain a best approximation to the value of I. 
If the response function has been normalized so that 
• oO 
(12) J_ oO -l:J (r) dt ::: i := 5 (o) 
it is easy to use E~~uation '5 to prove 
(13) 5_: 'd Ct'.) & t ~ [: fCt) Jt 
Thus, 
(14) I -t c = i: ~(i) dt 
Taking 




(17) R ( w) :;:: G(w). ~(vJ) = F (w ), s((,<./) 
Then by the same argument used to derive Equation 14 , it can be 
shown that 





(l9) ,r-r.{t) ::: :irr ) R(w) e cft 
-oO 
The point of introducing these additional variables ?i.('f)) Rfw)J II/JD 
R(W) is that under certain conditions using the transform of R'(w) 
to calculate I will give a more accurate value than will using the 
transform of G'(w) 
Since either r(t) or g( t) will give the exact v a lue of I, the 
difference is in what happens to the noise. Here it is probably 
best to use an example since each situation is different. For the 
scanning rates used in this experiemnt, the functions s(t) and S(W) 
are shown in Fi gures 36 and 37. The detector noise is white noise 
which is band limited by the output time constant of the electronics 
(0.5 second RC in this case). In this case, multiplying N(\l) by 
S(W) further band limits the noise. The result is that r'(t) is a 
closer approximation to r(t) than g '(t) is to g(t). 
\lhile this method can decrease the noise, it is by no means the 
only way to do so and perhaps a comparison of some other approaches 
should be made. The discussion will be restricted to those method s 
which can be represented in the frequency domain of (A) by a function 
which is normalized to a value 1.0 atW = O. All o f these functions 
will satisfy Equation 12 and by a derivation similar to that of 
Equation 13 it can be shown that they will not affect the equivalent 
width when multiplied by the transform of the received si gnal. 
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One method might involve multiplication by s 2 (w) instead of 
S(w ). While there would be a further band limiting of the noise, 
it would not be a s i gnif icant increase over just multiplication by 
S(lu). There would also be a further degrading of the resolution to 
the point where an error in the value of C might be important, so,_ 
in general, this ls not recom~ended . Also important to consider 
for this case and for the others to be discussed is that multiplica-
tion by .S( w) weights the noisy signal according to previous know-
ledge of what a noise l ess signal looks like. Clearly this is an 
optimum treatment and a ny other function of w such as s2( cv) c annot 
do this. While this is the prima ry re a son for choosing S(w) for this 
experiment, other types of in.formation may be desired and othe r 
functions may prove more convenient for other experiments. 
A method sometimes used in communica ti ons engineering is simply 
to eliminate all frequencies above some frequency lU0 • It is 
possible to prove that this truncation method will g ive a new function 
of time y(t) which minimizes the overall RMS error, E 
(20) 
DO 1. J f 'J (·C) - ~ Cl} I cP. t 
-,;O 
for a given band limited response. Using this me thod on this experi-
ment's data would preserve the resolution and decrease the noise 
somewhat, but it would also introduce a "ringing" effect (Gibb's 
phenomenon). 
A method often followed be cause of its practical ease is to use 




constant will provide an approxima tion to S(w) which may be good 
enough for some purposes. The si gnal assymetry introduced a nd the 
long exponential decay make measurement a more difficult problem, 
however. 
As a practica l matter, it is often inconvenient to work in the 
transform domain of lU • Fortunately, the convolution theorem 
provides a way out. The function desired is 
(21) /1
1(t ) == _,_ 
1 TT f o0G fw), 
-oD 
this can be transformed into 
S(w) e 
Thus, by convolving the slit function with the spectral data, the 
S/N ratio is maximized in an optimum way. 
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